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\1>Xlibhary SYSTE?^^ 
Abstract of thesis entitled "Messiaen's Technique and Visions,’ 
Submitted by Ng Mei Chu Debbie 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy (Music Theory) 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2001 
Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) was a composer who wrote about his music. His 
Technique de mon langage musical (1944), written shortly after his release from 
Stalag VIIIA, describes the development of his compositional techniques up to the 
early forties. The posthumous Traite de rythme, de couleur, et d 'ornithologie (1949-
92), a more elaborate study of his musical language, sums up forty years of his 
teaching at the Conservatoire. While working on Technique, Messiaen completed 
Visions de I ’amen (1943), an extended work for two pianos. The seven movements 
of Visions utilize every aspect of Mesiaen's earlier techniques while taking 
important new departures. Visions is the latest work at the time of Technique and, 
significantly, it is also the only work analyzed in both Technique and Traite. Unlike 
Traite, many of Technique's references to Visions are in footnote form and it 
contains few comments on techniques introduced in Visions. In the light of Traite, 
this thesis explores the significance of the obscure discussion of Visions included in 
Technique and suggests that Visions is a unique testament of Messiaen’ s sustained 




第一本著作“Technique de mon langage musical (I944)，’總結他前半生的創作意 
念；而他的第二本著作 “Traitd de rythme, de couleur, et d'ornithologie (1949-92)” 
則融會了他四十年的教學硏究經驗。正藉梅湘編寫其第一本著作時，亦是他創 




“Visions de /〃”可說是他極具特色的代表作之一。 
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Prologue 
Repatriated in 1941 from Stalag VIIIA, Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992) returned 
to Paris where he accepted an appointment as professor of harmony at the 
Conservatoire. To provide a guide to his students and an inventory of his working 
methods, Messiaen began in 1942 to draft his two-volume treatise Technique de man 
langage musical (1944). In this work, different aspects of his musical language were 
first postulated. In the following year，Messiaen began to conduct a private class in 
music analysis. Among his students was the young Yvonne Loriod, a pianist of genius 
caliber. With this addition of a new interpreter for his piano music, Messiaen 
temporarily ceased to compose organ music. After the completion of three minor 
works, Choeurs pour une Jeanne d'Arc (1941), Musique de scene pour un Oedipe 
(1942) and Rondeau (1943), Visions de I 'amen, the first of a series of extended works 
was published in 1943 and it remains the only piece for two pianos that Messiaen has 
ever written. Loriod and Messiaen gave the premiere of Visions in May 1943. Suffice 
it to say that the seven movements of this work utilized every aspect of Messiaen's 
earlier techniques as well as a few new departures. That Visions was the latest work at 
the time of Technique and that Messiaen worked on them at around the same time help 
to explain the fact that many of Technique's references to Visions were in footnote 
form. These have hitherto been overlooked. Evidently, some of the techniques 
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introduced in Visions and discussed in Technique gained greater prominence in 
ensuing works, although Messiaen made few comments on these in Technique. 
Furthermore, excerpts of Visions reproduced in Technique did not always duplicate 
the work down to the finest detail. There are notable disparities that are indicative of 
Messiaen,s aesthetic preferences. Analytical and theoretical commentaries on 
Messiaen，s works have grown in the last decade and many of them have referred to 
Technique, while detailed studies of Visions remain rare.丨 
Chapter \ , “Technique in the light of Traite'\ surveys Messiaen's own account of 
his composition techniques. However, as pointed out by Paul Griffiths, Messiaen's 
commentaries in Technique are not always clear and the explanations are "only partial 
and occasionally downright questionable [that it] reads a little like a recipe book."" As 
a supplement to Technique, Messiaen's posthumous treatise, Traite de rythme, de 
couleur, et d'ornithologie (1949-92), provides a tremendous resource of his treatment 
of rhythm, melody, forms, as well as chords and modes. While not all seven volumes 
of Traite are presently available, Technique becomes easier to understand when it is 
‘Visions is briefly discussed in Roger Nichols 's Messiaen, Robert Sherlaw Johnson's Olivier Messiaen, 
Paul Griffi ths 's Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time and Peter Hill's "Piano Music" in The 
Messiaen Companion. While the cyclic theme and the non-retrogradable rhythms are touched upon, the 
modes of limited transposition are noted only in passing reference and the invented chords and chord 
progressions are not covered. 
‘Griff i ths , Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time, p.93. 
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set against the much more detailed TraitL Chapter 2, “J/hions”, analyses the work 
from the varying perspectives of key schemes, formal structures and thematic 
treatments. A more in-depth study of Messiaen's innovations in composition comes in 
Chapter 3, “Techniques in Visions”, which focuses on the three main areas: “rhythmic 
innovations", "modes of limited transposition", and "invented chords and chord 
progressions". Visions will be studied in the context of Messiaen's other works’ in an 
effort to provide a clearer illustration of his musical language in the forties. I have 
attempted, in this thesis, to cover techniques that are characteristic of Messiaen's 
music, though inevitably there are omissions. "Interversion" and “symmetrical 
interversions", for instance, lie outside the boundary of Technique and are therefore 
excluded from this study. 
J 
Chapter I 
Technique in the light of Traite 
Messiaen wrote extensively on his music in clarification of his techniques and 
aesthetic preferences. Even before the publication of the two treatises, Technique de 
肌on langage musical and Traite de rythme, de couleiir et d'ornithologie, Messiaen 
had introduced his use of the modes of limited transposition, added values, inexact 
augmentation and diminution, rhythmic pedal and the chords on the dominant in his 
preface to La nativite du Seigneur (1935). Six years separate this from the “petite 
theorie de mon langage rythmique" included in the preface to Quatuor pour la fin du 
temps (1941). In this "little theory of rhythm", Messiaen attempted to provide an even 
more comprehensive explanation of rhythms, adding in his views on non-
retrogradable rhythms. A year later, in 1942, Messiaen started drafting Technique in 
which his innovative use of rhythm, modes and chords progressions was examined 
more thoroughly. This treatise contains two volumes; the text-based volume one is 
supplemented by the music-based volume two, with ample musical examples taken 
from his own works ranging from the earliest unpublished work La dame de Shalotte 
(1917) to Visions (1943), the latest work at the time of Technique. 
The second treatise, Traite de rythme, de couleiir, et d'ornithologie, which he 
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claimed to be "much more complete than the first…was expanded into a series of 
seven volumes. This “represents forty years of Messiaen's teaching"' at the 
Conservatoire. As a supplement to Messiaen's first treatise, Traite devoted much 
more scope to the systematic study of rhythm. In addition, this informative treatise 
contained more in-depth discussions ofbirdsongs, plainchants and the relationship 
between sound and color. A number of Messiaen's major works along with works 
from Stranvisky and Debussy were analyzed in whole. 
Even though it had been already drafted for a prolonged period of time and some 
of its chapters already had been used in his conservatory classes, this treatise remained 
unpublished during Messiaen's lifetime. The deferment of publication, according to 
Messiaen, resulted mainly from his involvement with composition projects. 
Whenever he picked up the drafts, he always found the latest version to be outdated 
and thus kept rewriting it.^ Not until 1994 was the first volume of this posthumous 
treatise published. 
Being a composer, Messiaen's preoccupation with treatise writing owes much to 
his teaching instincts. Messiaen, in his conversation with Claude Samuel, admits that: 
In my case, I wrote the first treatise, then a second, because I was a teacher. I was 
3 Claude Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.39. 
4 Peter rftll, "Interview with Yvonne Loriod", The Messiaen Companion, p.284. 
5 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.39. 
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surrounded by many questioning students. These treatises are the answers to 
their questions and to others people may eventually ask m e . 
Moreover, the treatises also “serve as an inventory of what has been done and of what 
has been neglected"/ In the preface to Technique, Messiaen，pointed out that: 
It is always dangerous to speak of oneself. However, several persons have 
vigorously either criticized or praised me, and always wrongly and for things I 
had not done . . . and I decided to write this little "theory".^ 
Providing a better understanding of his music was thus the central concern of 
Messiaen's treatises. Acclaimed as the most important treatise published in his 
lifetime, Technique was an invaluable summary of the development of his musical 
language until the early forties. 
Technique has altogether nineteen chapters, which come under five different 
topics: rhythm (Chapters II-VII), melody (Chapters VIII-X)，form (Chapters XI-XII), 
chords (Chapters XIII-XV) and modes (Chapters XVI-XIX)? 
Rhythm and Modes 
6 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.40. 
7 Ibid., p.40. 
s Technique vol. 1, p.7. 
()Chapter I is the introduction. 
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Of these nineteen chapters, ten are devoted to the discussion of rhythm and modes. 
Undoubtedly, these were Messiaen's two major innovations at the time. In Traite. he 
continued to investigate the varying treatments of rhythm. Apart from topics that have 
been discussed in Technique (non-retrogradable rhythm, augmentation, diminution, 
rhythmic pedal and canon), Traite also expanded into more sophisticated treatments 
of rhythm, i.e. "duree chromatiques，’丨。and "permutations sym^riques"." The modes 
of limited transposition were no less important and had been in use in works as early 
as Le banquet celeste (1928), Messiaen's earliest published work. While rhythm and 
modes belonged to two different domains, both expressed what Messiaen referred to 
as the "charm of impossibilities" which can be explained in turn by distinct 
mathematical impossibilities. The rhythmic pattern of a non-retrogradable rhythmic 
cell can be read in either direction (from left to right and vice versa), without 
distorting the successive order of values (Exs.I.la and b). In the same vein, the modes 
cannot be transposed beyond a limited number of times as the same collection of notes 
will inevitably reappear.'" Mode 2, for instance, consists of alternating tones and 
丨丨)The idea of rhythmic chromaticism, introduced in Traite as "valeurs progressivement accelerees" 
and ‘‘valeurs progressivement ralenties", was called "duree chromatiques" in Mode de valeurs et 
d'intensiles (1949). 
“Symmetr ica l permutations ("permutations symetriques") were studied in detailed in the third volume 
of Traite. fie de Feu II (1950) marks the first use of it in Messiaen's works. 
Technique vol. 1, p. 13. 
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semitones and thus the notes generated by the first and fourth transpositions are the 
same; the notes generated by the second and fifth transpositions are the same and so 
forth (Ex.1.2). 
Melody 
In the introduction to "Melody", Messiaen declared that melody is the supremacy of 
music as well as its point of departure. 
The noblest element of music, may melody be the principal aim of our 
investigations. Let us always work melodically; rhythm remains pliant and gives 
precedence to melodic development, the harmony chosen being the "true," that is 
to say, wanted by the melody and the outcome of it.'^ 
Yet despite this claim, Messiaen devoted only three of the nineteen chapters of 
Technique to the study of melody. In them, Messiaen had discussed his use of 
plainchants，birdsongs and folk songs. Birdsongs, an important factor in the musical 
language of Messiaen, were only touched on. It is evident that his use of birdsongs, 
which remained timid at that time, grew more significantly later in the fifties. 
Messiaen's love for birdsongs originated during his infancy. In an interview 
with Peter Hill, Messiaen's second wife Loriod recalled his first admiration for 
birdsongs.  
^  
Technique vol. 1, p.3 1. 
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He was eighteen months old, and being pushed in a pram by his mother, when a 
bird began to sing, and he immediately threw down his bottle and raised his hand 
to tell his mother to be quiet and listen to the bird.''' 
Messiaen's fascination with the songs of birds inspired him to record and use them in 
his own music. The earliest traces ofbirdsongs can be seen in his works of the forties, 
including Quatuor and Visions. In them, birdsongs were stylized rather than notated 
precisely as in his music from the fifties onwards. Reveil des oiseaux {1953), for 
instance, "contains nothing but birdsong” 丨）For him, birds were "master musicians 
who sang to the glory of God, and he himself wanted to sing as they do’，, Birdsongs, 
which were yet under developed and hence understated at the time of Technique, were 
given a discussion that spanned more than six hundred pages in Messiaen's Traite 
V/1. 
Form 
The discussion of form in Technique was also brief. Messiaen passed over the 
traditional fugal and sonata forms because he assumed them to be well known. Only 
two chapters (Chapters XII-XIII) focused on form and, more specifically, the musical 
14 Hill, “Interview with Yvonne Loriod", The Messiaen Companion, p.297. 
'5 IbicL, P.29S. 
' ' f b i d , p.303. 
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sentences (the song sentence, the binary sentence and the ternary sentence), the 
variation and development forms (both derived from the sonata form) and, most 
importantly, some "less usual forms，’丨了 such as plainchant form. Forms as described in 
Technique, however, were based mainly on melodic considerations. For instance, the 
binary sentence consisted of theme, first commentary, theme and second commentary. 
Because Messiaen，s idea of development was more closely related to motivic 
fragmentation than harmonic modification, the commentary was defined as a melodic 
development of the theme. Plainchant forms as described in Chapter XII of Technique 
were also concerned mainly with melodic treatment. A growth of harmonic tension 
that proved essential to conventional forms was notably missing from Messiaen's 
treatment of form, which stood in contrast to the aesthetics of organicism. 
In Johnson's view, the use of "variations of the first theme, separated by 
developments of the second"'^ was more important than other forms discussed in 
Technique. This “variation and development" form, involving basically the varying 
treatment of alternating musical ideas, was a prelude to the couplet-refrain and other 
strophic forms to be found in Messiaen，s later works such as Neumes rythmiques 
(1949) and Catalogue d'oiseaitx (1956-8). In Neumes rythmiques, two refrains 
17 Technique vol. 1，p.40. 
18 Cited from Technique vol.1, Chapter XII. 
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alternate with strophes that are marked with “neumes rythmiques”. At the beginning 
of Catalogue d 'oiseaux, Messiaen inserts a couplet each to separate the strophe and 
ant i strop he and also the antistrophe and epode. This leads to what Messiaen calls -'a 
blend of the couplet-refrain form with the triad f o r m ” . Such a principle can be 
extended to other forms with refrain, altered or otherwise. As Johnson concluded, “it 
is a compositional procedure rather than a form and so allows of (for?) a great deal of 
variation and flexibility in its application.，，2° This may explain why Messiaen did not 
devote any chapter to the exclusive discussion of forms in Traite, though his concept 
of forms can still be traced in his extended analyses of works. 
Invented Chords 
Invented chords were first published in the early thirties in the preface to La nativite. 
By the time of Technique, however, they had grown markedly in significance. 
Messiaen's discussion of invented chords in Technique (Chapter XIV) is 
distinguished by the quotation of over a hundred examples in one single chapter. None 
of the other studies in Technique were emphasized to such an extent as the number of 
examples in one chapter rarely exceeded fifty. 
Sameut, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p. 117. 
Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.23. 
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Messiaen's extended analysis of Visions in Trciite III revealed that he had, in 
Technique, skipped discussion of the invented chords of Visions. The chord of 
contracted resonance, for instance, had yet to be introduced. In Technique’ most of the 
invented chords were illustrated, though the discussion of these chords was 
considerably less extensive than that of rhythms, modes and birdsongs. For this reason, 
these invented chords deserve more thorough investigation.-' 
Music examples of Technique 
In the "catalogue of works" appended to Technique, Messiaen separated works he 
considered more characteristic of his musical language with asterisk marks. 
The works which are characteristic of my musical language are marked with an 
asterisk, the works very characteristic with two asterisks." 
Of the thirty-eight works listed, only seven are marked as "very characteristics，’ of his 
musical language (see Appendix LI). These were the major works to which Messiaen 
often referred when discussing his musical language in Technique (see Appendix 1.2). 
The first on the list, La nativite is also the first work that is prefaced by a discussion of 
his musical language. The next two song cycles, Poemes pour Mi (1936) and Chants 
•‘ It seems certain that the last volume of Traite will deal with the colored chords and other harmonies 
used by iClessiaen, including these invented chords, from the perspective of sound and color. 
“Technique vol.1, p.71. 
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de terre et de del (1938), "are particularly ' true' in sentiment and typical of [his] 
m a n n e r ” . M e s s i a e n suggests that anyone who wishes to understand his music may 
begin with these two works. In Technique, Messiaen discusses Qua tour in greatest 
detail，with Visions being the latest work in the treatise. In Technique, Messiaen 
includes a sizable reference to Visions, discussing in relation to this work his 
innovative approaches to rhythm, modes of limited transposition, birdsongs and 
harmony. 
Understandably, works listed at the end of Technique that are marked with only 
one asterisk are not quoted as frequently as those with two asterisks. Of these, Le 
banquet celeste and Preludes (1929) give important clues to the development of 
Messiaen's musical language. As early as the late twenties, Messiaen had 
experimented with the modes of limited transposition, though some disparities can 
still be found in Le banquet celeste}"^ Preludes stands out as the most important work 
of his early years and in it Messiaen introduced his use of added notes, rhythmic pedal, 
superior and inferior resonance and modes. 
Fcmtaisie burlesque (1932) is unique in being quoted without being marked with 
••‘ Technique vol. 1, p.71. 
in contrast to Messiaen's analysis in Technique, some "extraneous" notes appear in Le hanquei 
celeste. For instance, the E# of bar 2 pace Messiaen, does not belong to the second transposition of 
mode 2 (see Ex.111.17). 
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any asterisk. A polymodal passage of Fantaisie burlesque is cited in illustration of 
Messiaen's concept of polyrhythm. Retrospectively, this superimposition of rhythms 
of unequal length prefigures in a nutshell Messiaen's future rhythmic innovations. 
Melody rhythm 
The relative importance of topics covered by Technique can be interpreted at two 
distinct levels. Conclusions about Messiaen's motivations at the conscious level can 
be drawn largely from his verbal commentaries. However, Messiaen's subconscious 
motivations should not be ignored, even though they can be gauged only through 
analyzing side issues such as the arrangement and the depths to which topics are 
studied and discussed. 
If we were to take Messiaen's words literally, then at the time of Technique there 
is no question that melody is assigned a supreme role. Messiaen declares 
unequivocally that: 
we shall seek at first to make melody "speak". The melody is the point of 
departure. May it remain sovereign! And whatever may be the complexities of 
our rhythms and our harmonies, they shall not draw it along in their wake, but, on 
the contrary, shall obey it as faithful servants."' 
However, this is not the end of the story. Later, Messiaen seems to have changed his 
_ 
Technique vol. 1, p.13. 
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mind and in his conversation with Samuel, Messiaen asserts that 
rhythm is the primordial and perhaps essential part of music; I think it most 
likely existed before melody and harmony, and in fact I have a secret preference 
for this element.26 
A comparison of the overall layout of Technique and Traite reveals that they both start 
with a study of rhythm while the discussion of modes comes last."^ These are the two 
parameters that express the charms of impossibilities, "giving to the aural sense 
voluptuously refined pleasures".-'^ In both Technique and Traite, rhythm is the most 
extensively treated. Six of the nineteen chapters of Technique (Chapters II -VII) and 
three of the seven volumes of Traite are devoted to rhythm, this time in a more 
elaborate and systematic manner. To Messiaen, rhythmic investigation “is probably 
the most important characteristic of twentieth-century music, the one that will set [this] 
era apart from previous centuries"."^ 
In addition, the modes of limited transposition, which date back to Le banquet 
celeste of 1928, are discussed in great detail in Technique (Chapter XVI). In Traite, 
however, Messiaen is concerned with how the modes relate to colors, a kind of 
26 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.67. 
27 Although the last two volumes of Traite have not yet been published, the contents of each volume are 
stated clearly in the front page of each volume of Traite. The assumption here is based on the headings 
of these front pages. 
Technic/lie vol.1, 13. 
-()Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.83. 
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psychological perception of sound-color relationship.^'^ As indicated in the table of 
contents, the last volume of Traite, which has not yet been published, will deal with 
analysis of modes and colors, supplemented by tables of modes used by Messiaen.' ' 
Apart from rhythm and modes, Messiaen focuses also on a discussion of “special 
chords" in chapter XIV of Technique - this will be discussed at a later stage. 
Messiaen ’s readings of Visions in Technique and Traite III 
While Messiaen had already written about Visions in Technique, in Traite he 
expanded upon his original discussion. Messiaen's analysis of Visions in Traite III is 
much more elaborate and detailed. In comparison, Technique seems no more than a 
modest attempt to introduce the development of his composition techniques until the 
early forties. Technique consists of studies of selected passages of Messiaen's works 
and Visions is only one of the many works quoted in this treatise. In contrast, Traite is 
a more elaborate study of the development of his musical language after the 
publication of Technique. In Traite, Messiaen puts considerable emphasis on both his 
composition techniques and on the analysis of his complete works. Different aspects 
of Visions, ranging from themes, chord progressions, and phrase structures to 
30 Hill, "Interview with Yvonne Loriod", The Messiaen Companion, p.285. 
“Traite I, p.III. 
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rhythmic treatments and modes, are studied in Traite III. 
While Messiaen includes a sizeable reference to Visions in Technique, many of 
the examples are not discussed in the text proper but rather in the footnotes (see 
Appendix 1.2). Understandably, the footnote details are often overlooked. For 
instance, the chord progressions displayed as examples 288 to 293, the so-called 
“more refined examples", are not discussed in depth.;] It is far later, with the analysis 
of Visions in Traite III, that these invented chords are explained and their origins 
disclosed (see "Invented Chords and Chord Progressions" for more details)?; 
Technique vol. 2，p.45. 
h This analysis of Visions has not yet been announced in the table of contents of Traite I, though it 
appears in volume III under the heading of “permutat ions symetriques". The latter, together with the 
modes o f limited transpositions and nonretrogradable rhythms, constitute Mess iaen ' s principle 




First performed by Messiaen and Loriod at the Concerts de la Pleiade in Paris on 
10 May 1943，Visions is Messiaen's only work for two pianos. Visionsxs separated 
from Preludes, an earlier piano work of similar scope, by a notable gap of fourteen 
years. After Visions, Messiaen continues to write feverishly for the piano while organ 
works comes to a temporary halt. Hence, Visions marks a sharp change of performing 
medium. Understandably such a surge in the number of piano-oriented works owed 
much to his contact with Loriod, who was at the time his pupil. Prompted by the 
extraordinary technical facility of Loriod, Messiaen composed a series of large-scale 
piano works, which included Visions, Vingt regards sur I 'enfant Jesus (1944) and 
Catalogue d'oiseaux {\956-^). With Loriod in mind, Messiaen knew he could 
compose anything new and difficult "because to her, anything is possible."^' 
The two piano parts of Visions are distinct in character. The first part combines 
rhythmic and harmonic complexity with velocity and sound quality while the second 
part imbues the principal theme with emotion and power. It goes without saying that 
Messiaen wrote the first piano part for Loriod and the second piano part for himself. 
The direct reference to scriptural sources in many of his works, such as 
‘ 
Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.l 14. 
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L 'ascension. La nativite, Les corps glorieux and Ouanior, is in sharp contrast to 
凡sions, which is based on a liturgical subject derived from Hello Ernst,s Paroles de 
Dieii. 
Amen, parole d'initiation, de mediation, de consommation -
Amen, parole de la Genese, qui est 1'apocalypse de I'ouverture. 
Amen, parole de I'Apocalypse, qui est la Genese de la consommation' ' 
Amen, word of Genesis that is the Apocalypse of the beginning. 
Amen, word of the Apocalypse that is the Genesis of the consummat ion / ' 
Elaborating on Ernst 's text, Messiaen points out in the preface that 
Amen has four different meanings: 
Amen, so be it! The Creator's act. 
Amen, I submit, I accept, that Your will be done. 
Amen, the longing, the hope that You will give Yourself to me and me to You. 
Amen, to that which is, all is determined for all time, consumed in Paradise. 
By joining the life of the beings who say Amen with the very fact of their 
existence the various meanings of Amen are distributed in seven musical 
visions.37 
Set against the programmatic titles of the seven movements of Visions, these “four 
different meanings" of amen can be most closely associated with the first, third, fourth 
and seventh movements respectively. While Ernst 's writing provides a focus for the 
religious content of the work, a cyclic theme is used to symbolize the "amen" of the 
''Traite III, p.229. 
， y' ' 
Sleeve note by Messiaen, trans, by Felix Aprahamian, EMI Records Ltd., 1990. 
”Ibid. 
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divine will. Significantly, Visions is the first of Messiaen's works to use a cyclic theme 
as an important symbolic focus. The theme, named by the composer as "theme de la 
cr纽tion’’，is recalled in the first, third, fifth and seventh movements to bring about a 
line of coherent musical thought. The cyclic theme in the first movement, “Amen de 
la creation", is on A. (Ex.ILl). In the third movement, ‘‘Amen de I'agonie de Jesus", 
only the first half of the cyclic theme, now transposed to be on C，is recalled (Ex.II.2). 
In the fifth movement, "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", the cyclic 
theme，now varied, is reset to be on A, restoring the first quarter of the original theme 
(Ex.n.3).38 After being articulated in a series of third-related keys, A, C# and F, the 
cyclic theme moves cyclically back to A in the seventh movement, "Amen de la 
consommation" (Ex.II.4).^'' 
Messiaen extracted a fragment from a Russian popular song, ''The lament of Nijni-Novgorucr and 
added it to the first recurrence of the cyclic theme, thereby creating a varied statement. 
•的 Messiaen's liking for prime numbers pervades Visions. The cyclic theme, which is recalled in the 
first, third, fifth and seventh movement, has been repeated three times in the first movement and seven 
times in the seventh movement. The number “7” also echoes the seven movements in Visions. In 
addition, there are seven modes of limited transposition, seven "very characteristic" works marked in 
Technique. More remarkably, Traite bears seven volumes! 
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Key and metrical schemes 
A, the center of Visions, had previously colored Preludes and was adopted again in 
Messiaen's subsequent work Trois petites liturgies de la presence divine (1943) for 
women's voices and orchestra. Not only does Visions refer back to earlier sources of 
inspiration, but it also points to the triptych design of his liturgically inspired works of 
the mid-forties/o 
While using A as the center of Visions, Messiaen also adopts C, E and G as 
centers of their constituent movements. 
movement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
center A E C . G A E A 
The first, the fifth and the seventh movements, which draw insistently on the ' 'theme 
de la creation", have A as their centers. All other movements are closely related 
insofar as their centers are concerned. The first and the second movements display a 
tonic-dominant relation. The same feature ties together the third and the fourth 
movements and appears later in the fifth and the sixth movements. The seventh 
movement shifts back to A which serves as the final confirmation of the center of the 
In Griffiths's view, Visions, Trois petites liturgies de la presence divine and Vingt regards form a 
triptych (refer to Griffi ths 's Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time (pp. 112 and 117) for more details). 
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work as a whole. In spite of his predilection for the modes oflimited transposition, the 
tonal strategies of conventional tonality remain prominent. 
The metrical scheme of Visions is not arbitrarily designed either. The first, the 
fourth and the last movements are formulated in regular meters to create a general 
sense of stability that is disrupted, every now and then, by complex rhythmic canons. 
The fourth movement is at once the mid-point and the pivot of the work, being placed 
between the outer three movements. The last three movements can be understood as 
the mirror image of the first three movements. Such a mirror-like design is evoked not 
only by the reprise of the cyclic theme in alternate movements, but also by the pairing 
of the first and the seventh movements, which adopt the same meter, center and 
musical content. 
Movement : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Meter : 4/4 varied varied 3/4，2/4 varied varied 4/4 
Cyclic theme* : * * * * 
Subject matter ： creation cosmic agony desire celestial judgement consummation 
creatures of Jesus creatures 
Form 
Where form is concerned, the tripartite setting is the ruling design of Visions. Even 
though'the second, third, fifth and sixth movements of Visions differ in their metrical 
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arrangements, they are unified by their use of the tripartite design at various levels. 
The second movement 
Formal structure is clearly demarcated in the second movement. For every change of 
tempo markings, there is a corresponding change of sections: 
J = 6 3 3 = 6 9 \ = 8 0 ； = 6 0 J = 6 3 
T dev. 2nd dev. dev. T (recap.) 
“丁” and "dev." denote the "theme de la danse des planets" and the development of this theme. 
As the theme recurs in the last section after the three-fold development of it, an 
overriding tripartite structure becomes firmly in place. The first and the last sections 
are close replicas of one another; they share the same tempo marking and articulate 
the same melodic ideas. Nevertheless, the texture of the recapitulation is thickened by 
the octave doublings of the theme and the extra layer of chords added to the higher 
register (first piano) (Exs.II.5a and b).* '^ 
The middle section brings forth the three-fold development of the theme. In the 
first development, the notes of the theme, based now on different rhythmic variants, 
“ T h i s layer of chords involves the chords of contracted resonance and the polymodal chords which 
will be discussed in chapter III. 
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are found “scattered，，in the second piano (Ex.II.6). At its outset, the second 
development distorts the contour of the theme by setting its notes in different registers. 
Central to this development, however, is the superimposition of statements of the 
theme that are cyclically repeated in different rhythmic patterns (Ex.II.7). The third 
development also superimposes layers of the same theme that takes up distinctive 
rhythmic patterns (Ex.II.8). 
The third movement 
As in Chwnochwmie, the strophe, antistrophe and the epode of a Greek triad, is the 
basic framework of this movement: 
厂=72， 63, 84 ； = 72, 6 3，8 4 P = 4 6 • 
Strophe Antistrophe Epode 
In contrast to the epode, which recalls the cyclic theme, the strophe and the 
antistrophe share the same tempo marking though the latter stands out in its use of 
rhythmic pedal. Additionally, the first piano (LH) takes up an added part and voices 
are exchanged in the last section of the antistrophe (see Appendix II.1). 
Both the strophe and the antistrophe are tripartite in design as they are divisible 
into three periods of distinct character. Thus, the third movement is characterized by a 
nested tripartite design. 
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The fifth movement 
丁he most complicated articulation of a nested tripartite design in Visions is found in 
the fifth movement. An ABA pattern is incorporated into an overriding I _ II — I 
design. Section I is recapitulated after the intervening section II’ which brings with it a 
series of enchanting birdsongs. 
I — . _ _ . . — 一 J L ^ ^ ^ I 
A B A C C， C " A B A 
periods 1 , 2 , 3 periods 1 , 2 , 3 periods 1 , 2 , 3 
Section II is also based on a nested tripartite design. While C is stated thrice, with each 
repetition showing some varied melodic and rhythmic treatments, each of the three 
statements of C is further divided into three "periods，’/� 
The sixth movement 
According to Messiaen, each of the two phrases of this movement contains four 
periods and the reprise of the first phrase renders the movement a typical ternary 
design.43 
-J -
42 Traite 260. 
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Themes 
In essence, there are six named themes. Messiaen begins Visions with the “principal 
theme of the whole work，,, the "theme de la creation" which appears in the first, third, 
fifth and seventh movements. This acts also as the cyclic theme of the work (see 
Exs.IU-4) . The second one, the "theme de la danse des planets'"' of the second 
movement, is lengthy and is characterized by its head motive C-B-Bb-G-E, repeated 
in various forms in the development (Ex.II.9). Following this is the “les larmes de 
Jesus dans son agonie"'^ of the third movement. Based on Traite III, the treble Eb-
D-Db-C, which traces the chromatic descent of a minor third, is accompanied by a 
harmonic sequence borrowed from Debussy's Pelleas et Melisande (Ex.II.10). The 
fourth movement comprises two named themes, including the “le theme extatique et 
tender” and the “le theme passionne"/^ "Le theme extatique et tender" is further 
divisible into periods and, according to Traite III, the melodic contour of this theme is 
derived from Mozart 's The Marriage of Figaro (Exs.II. 11 a and b). ' ' "Le theme 
p a s s i o n n广 comes up as the second theme of the fourth movement and is played once 
Traite III, p.266. 
' ' / / j / t / . , p.233. 
''！bid.�P.234. 
/bid., p.246. 
Ibid., pp.249 - 50. 
See Appendix II.2 for all other "inspired themes” of Visions. 
Traite III, p.250. 
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again by the second piano. It takes up more than seventy bars and is divided into three 
sub-theme groups, each of which is stated thrice. The last one, "milieu sur le chant des 
oiseaux，,)。，is associated with the middle section of the fifth movement, where various 
birdsongs appear in profusion. 
Birdsongs are prominent in the fifth movement. While they are usually notated by 
short values in higher register, most of them are distinct in character. Birdsongs of 
Visions that are named by Messiaen in Traite III are listed in Ex.II. 12 which consists 
of the "chant de rossignol"/ ' the "chant du merle’,尸 the songs of "coucou"' ' and 
"appel de pinson", the "chant des passereaux’？、and the songs of "fauvette 
babillarde" and "appel du serin cini".^^ 
Messiaen touches upon birdsongs in both Technique and Traite III and does not 
provide a systematic discussion. However, a thorough discussion soon follows in 
Traite W/\. 
50 Traite III, p.250. 
51 The use of repeated notes characterizes this birdsong. 
This birdsong is distinguished by its closing four notes. It is further elaborated and transformed into 
two chants of merle. 
“ M e s s i a e n follows the conventional use of the fali of a minor third. 
The qClick repetition of notes resembles the tumbling song of sparrows. 
“Triate 111, pp.260-1. 
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Treatment of themes 
It goes without saying that the most common way to treat themes in Visions is through 
repetitions that retain the contours and not necessarily other parameters. For instance, 
the cyclic theme, which moves from an extremely low to a relatively high register is 
repeated thrice in the first movement. As the theme recurs in the last movement, it 
modulates through different keys before reaching for an extremely high register to 
conclude the work. Apart from the first and the last movements, fragments of the 
theme also recur in the third and fifth movements. All in all, different modes of 
repetition are used in Visions and these include "literal repetition", "reinforced 
repetition", "modulatory repetition", "rhythmically altered repetition" and “octave 
displacement'. 
Literal repetition 
According to Messiaen, the motif of the ‘theme de la danse des p lan^es ' (second 
movement) involves five notes: C, B, Bb, G and E. Messiaen then points out the literal 
repetition of this five-note motif in the third development section (Ex.II.13). 
Reinforced repetition 
Reinforced repetition resembles literal repetition. Most of the themes of Visions are 
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recalled without altering the pitch levels, the dynamic levels and the registers 
associated with the first occurrences of the themes. In addition，restatements of the 
themes always adopt the original tempi. Nevertheless, the recalled themes are often 
highlighted through octave doublings on the additional of an extra layer of sound in 
creation of a more sonorous effect. This stylistic approach of "reinforced repetition”， 
established as a norm in Visions, is used in the reprise of the "theme de la danse des 
planetes" of the second movement (see Exs.II.5 a and b). Moreover, the reprises of 
"les larmes de Jesus dans son agonie" (third movement), "le theme extatique et 
tendre" and "le theme passionne" (fourth movement) and "chant des anges et des 
saints" (fifth movement) are all set against additional layers of sound. 
Modulatory repetition 
While Messiaen shows a clear predilection for literal repetitions, he also experiments 
with various kinds of modified repetitions, such as modulatory repetition. The cyclic 
theme, as discussed earlier, modulates through a series of third-related keys in the 
seventh movement. 
Rhythmically altered repetition 
y 
The theme o f ' l e s larmes de Jesus dans son agonie" (third movement), when repeated, 
29 
sets the chromatic notes in a restricted rhythmic pattern that varies the note-values of 
the motive (Exs.II.14 a and b).''^ The third development of the 'theme de la danse des 
planetes' again demonstrates Messiaen's innovative rhythmic approach. While the 
motive repeated in the middle layer constitutes a rhythmic pedal, the head motives, set 
to varying note values, are superimposed in different registers (see Ex.II.8).' ' 
Octave displacement 
As discussed earlier in connection with forms, the motivic developments of the 
"theme de la danse des planetes" (second movement) shows traits of the same 
thematic treatment (see Ex.II.6). 
While this discussion of Messiaen's treatment of themes may provide insights 
into his style during the forties, there remain other themes found in Visions that 
deserve further study. These include the themes A, B, C and D of the sixth movement. 
Traite \\\, pp.245-6. 
“ F u r t h e r details of the rhythmic innovations of Messiaen will be studied in chapter III. 
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Chapter III 
Messiaen's Techniques in Visions 
I. Rhythmic Innovations 
At the "Conference de Bruxelles" in 1958, Messiaen emphasized the additive 
approach when speaking of the concept of time and rhythm: 
Suppose that there were a single beat in all the universe. One beat; with 
eternity before it and eternity after it. A before and an after. That is the birth of 
time. Imagine then, almost immediately, a second beat. Since any beat is 
prolonged by the silence which follows it, the second beat will be longer than 
the first. Another number, another duration. That is the birth of Rhythm. 
Messiaen's view deviated from the conventional division approach. As pointed out in 
Technique, Messiaen replaced "the notions o f measure' and 'beat ' by the feeling of a 
short value (the sixteenth-note, for example) and its free multiplications".^^ This lead 
him towards composing music that is increasingly ametrical. Such a concept of 
addition / elimination (reverse procedure of addition) provided the impetus for precise 
rhythmic workings, most of which Messiaen seldom came across in the past. 
Foremost among Messiaen's rhythmic innovations are added values, inexact 
augmentation and diminution, non-retrogradable rhythms, rhythmic characters 
(personnages rythmiques), rhythmic chromaticism (labeled as "diiree chromatiques,, 
in Mode de valeurs et d'intensites), interversion and symmetrical permutation. A 
Cited from Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.32. 
�” Technique vol. 1, p. 14. 
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number of his new approaches to rhythm, including rhythmic characters, rhythmic 
chromaticism, interversions and symmetrical permutations lie outside the boundary of 
Technique, though not all of them postdate it. Two important sources influenced 
Messiaen's rhythmic experiments: Hindu rhythms and Greek meters, both of which 
Messiaen discussed at length in Traite I and II. 
Hindu rhythms 
Messiaen first came across Hindu rhythms in the 1920s when he was still a student at 
the Paris Conservatoire, (^^arngadeva's treatise and the list of hundred and twenty 
de9i-talas recorded in Lavignac's Encyclopedie de la musique et dictionnaire du 
conservatoire was an important point of departure. The word "de9i-talas" denotes 
rhythms (talas) from different regions (deci) in India. From these de9i-talas Messiaen 
derived new principles of rhythmic treatments, including added value, diminution and 
augmentation, and non-retrogradable rhythms.^® 
Among all the Hindu rhythms illustrated by Messiaen, "ragavardhana", number 
93 in (^arngadeva's list of hundred and twenty de9i-talas, is the only pattern appearing 
in all his treatises, including the "little theories of rhythms" in the prefaces to La 
nativite and Ouatiior. Yet Messiaen discussed it without naming it until Technique. 
60 Some of these rhythmic devices can also be related to Greek rhythms. 
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Based on ragavardhana, a mine of rhythmic wealth, Messiaen derived the five 
principles of rhythmic treatments. 
1. "principe de la diminution et de 1'augmentation mises bout a bout，’ (principle 
of immediate diminution and augmentation)^' 
2. "principe de la coagulation ou reunion, et de la dissociation ou dissolution" 
(principle of coagulation and dissociation)" 
3. "principe de la diminution (ou de 1'augmentation inexactes)" (principle of 
inexact diminution or augmentation) 
4. "principe de I'ajout du point (auquel il faut joindre la valeur ajoutee et meme 
le silence ajoute)" (principle of the addition of a dot including the added value 
of a note or a rest) 
5. "principe de la non retrogradation ou des rythmes non retrogradables" 
(principle of non-retrogradable rhythms) 
Ragavardhana, which contains the essence of Messiaen's rhythmic innovations, 
consists of three quavers and a dotted minim, with a dot added to the second quaver 
(Ex.III.1). If the pattern is reversed and if the dotted minim is rewritten as three 
crochets, the quavers can be interpreted as the diminution of the three crotchets 
(Ex.III.2). The dot added to the second quaver renders an inexact diminution " While 
the group of three quavers (with a dot in the second quaver) is itself a non-
retrogradable rhythm, i.e. a pattern reading the same both forward and backward, the 
total sum of its values is nineteen semiquavers - a prime number. Most importantly, 
6丨 Traite I, p.298. My translations are bracketed. 
" W e shall return to the discussion of this principle at a later stage in this chapter. 
) A s remarked in Technique, very inexact augmentations or diminutions are better referred to as 
rhythmic variants rather than augmentations or diminutions. 
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ragavardhana contains the crux of Messiaen's rhythmic experiments: 
First, it is possible to add to any rhythm whatsoever a small, brief value which 
transforms its metric balance; second, any rhythm can be followed by its 
augmentation or diminution according to forms more complex than the simple 
classic doublings; third, there are rhythms impossible to retrograde.^' 
Taking ragavardhana as a point of departure, Messiaen derived from Hindu rhythms 
his elaborate use of added values, augmentation, diminution and non-retrogradable 
rhythms. 
Greek meters 
In addition to Hindu rhythms, Messiaen also studied Greek rhythms at the Paris 
Conservatioire under Marcel Dupre, his organ professor, and Maurice Emmanuel, his 
music history professor. Messiaen also carried out his own research on Greek meters. 
Messiaen's enthusiastic study of Greek meters reinforced his predilection for rhythms 
based on prime numbers, "those numbers that, by the simple fact of not being 
divisible into equal fractions, represent an occult force (for you know that divinity is 
indivisible)"." Notwithstanding the lesser importance of Greek meters at the time of 
Technique, Messiaen disclosed their close relations with prime numbers: 
Technique vol. 1, p. 15. 
“ S a m u e l , Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.79. 
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The variety of the rhythmic patterns of ancient Greece . . . [and] that of the 
neumes of plainchant. . . will instill in us already a marked predilection for the 
rhythms of prime numbers (five, seven, eleven, thirteen, etc.)， 
It is not until Traite I that Messiaen devotes a whole chapter to his use of Greek meters. 
Detailed analyses of Claude le Jeune's thirty-nine choruses from Printemps and music 
from Turangalila-Symphonie (1946-48) are included. 
Throughout his life, Messiaen never ceased to experiment with new rhythmic 
treatments. Among these, non-retrogradable rhythms were used extensively by 
Messiaen from Visions onwards. Polyrhythms and rhythmic pedals, which are 
discussed in length in Technique, become more complex than before. In Visions, 
Messiaen for the first time brackets his use of rhythmic pedals on score. Despite its 
close relationships with his advanced rhythmic treatments, "simhavikridita",^^ the 
first Hindu rhythm illustrated in Technique, has been largely overlooked. 
Non-retrogradable Rhythm 
From ragavardhana, Messiaen derives rhythms that are non-retrogradable. Messiaen 
admits that non-retrogradation is not a new invention. This kind of symmetry is also 
present in nature, as in the wings of butterflies, in our faces and hands. 
Notwithstanding its close relation to the Greek rhythms, the non-retrogradable rhythm 
66 Technique vol. I ’ p . l 4 . 
67 Number 27 of Carngadeva's table of hundred and twenty de^T-talas, 
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quoted in Technique can also be interpreted as a diminution of the Hindu rhythm 
‘‘dhenkr，’ number 58 of (^arngadeva's list.^^ While dhenki comprises a quaver and 
two flanking crotchets, the non-retrogradable rhythm cited as example 30 in 
Technique comprises a semiquaver and two flanking quavers (Exs.III.3a and b). 
In Traite I，when elaborating on non-retrogradable rhythms, Messiaen 
reintroduces dhenki together with "Vijaya", number 51 from (^amgadeva's list. Both 
are simple cases of non-retrogradation (Ex.III.4). Such simple non-retrogradable 
rhythms ("rythmes non retrogradables simples’，/。can be enlarged to become non-
retrogradable rhythms of more than three values ("rythmes non retrogradables de plus 
de 3 valeurs”)7° by extending the single values on the two ends into groups of values. 
No matter how many values are involved at these two ends, the overall rhythmic 
design remains "divisible into two groups, one of which is the retrograde of the other, 
with a central common value严 In addition to cases of simple non-retrogradation that 
typify Hindu rhythms, Messiaen also developed more complex non-retrogradable 
rhythms. Ex. III.5 lists some complex rhythmic formulae in Visions. Group B is the 
沾 Both the " d h e n k r and the "cretic rhythm" share the use of long-short-long durations. "Dhenki" is 
interpreted as a diminuted form of the Greek rhythm "amphimacer" (cretic rhythm) in Traite (See vol. 
I, p.75 and v o l . � I ’ p.7). 
69 Trciite II, p.25. 
Ibid, p2S. 
71 Technique vol.【，p.20. 
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retrograde of group A, and the central value, which usually takes up a longer duration, 
is common to both A and B. 
The frequent use of non-retrogradable rhythms in Visions is suggestive of 
Messiaen's enthusiasm for them. Taking dhenki (the augmented and diminished 
forms) as a point of departure, Messiaen introduces double rhythmic pedals (i.e. 
siiperimposition of two different rhythmic pedals) in "Amen de la creation" and 
"Amen du desir". In the first rhythmic pedal, dhenki, is followed by a series of Greek 
rhythms, most of which are non-retrogradable in design (Ex.III.6). In the second 
rhythmic pedal, the non-retrogradable rhythms are more exclusively used (Ex.III.7). 
Apart from these, various non-retrogradable rhythms appear in all other movements 
of Visions, with the single exception of the sixth movement, where rhythmic pedal and 
rhythmic canon assume importance, 
y 
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Polyrhythm and Rhythmic Pedals 
The discussion of "polyrhythm and rhythmic pedals" (Chapter VI) in Technique is the 
most informative among the six chapters devoted to rhythm. Seven sub-headings are 
listed: 
1. superposition of rhythms of unequal length 
2. superposition of a rhythm upon its different forms of augmentation and 
diminution 
3. superposition of a rhythm upon its retrograde 
4. rhythmic canons 
5. canon by the addition of the dot 
6. canon of non-retrogradable rhythms 
7. rhythmic pedal 
All of them involve either superposition or canonic treatment of rhythms though 
"rhythmic pedal" stands out as an exception. Based on their similar treatments in 
rhythms, these seven sub-headings can be grouped into three categories: (1) 
superimposition of rhythms, (2) rhythmic canons and (3) rhythmic pedals. 
Superimposition of rhythms 
Polyrhythm may stem from superimposition of different rhythms, whether they are 
"rhythms of unequal length", "rhythm upon its different forms of augmentation and 
diminution" or ‘‘rhythm upon its retrograde." 
All the rhythmic forms detailed in the preceding chapters [in Technique] are 
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constantly mixed in practice. It is also interesting to superpose them, and we 
arrive thus at a rather thorough polyrhythm.” 
B y SLiperimposition, M e s s i a e n achieves rhythmic irregularities that help to distort the 
otherwise regular metrical time. In "Le Verbe", for instance, rhythmic pedals o f ten 
and nine semiquavers are superimposed and the two pedals reconcile only at the tenth 
bar and its multiples. Nevertheless, the effect of irregularities may give way if a 
simple melody or a simple chord progression is repeated for long. A melodic pedal of 
four notes (G-Bb-A-C#) works through "Le Verbe" (Ex.III.g), and as Nichols notes, 
one can easily predict the music and therefore might fail to experience the excitement 
suggested by Messiaen's markings of ‘‘crescendo molto" and "rallentando mol to" / ' A 
. similar but more complex effect can be found in "Amen de la creation". Two different 
rhythmic pedals are repeated simultaneously in the upper and lower registers. The 
effect of irregularities, though, gives way to the constant repetition of three different 
chords in fourths (Ex.III.9). 
In Technique, Messiaen often incorporates the concept of "rhythmic pedals" in 
introducing “superimposition” which might confuse reader as Messiaen had also 
attempted to treat the two concepts separately in the treatise. The revised discussion of 
rhythm in Traite II, seems to shed light on this issue. In the chapter on "pedals and 
-Technique vol. 1, p.22. 
73 Roger Nichols, Messiaen, p.25. 
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rhythmic canons" ("pedales et canons rythmiques"), what was referred to formerly as 
.‘superimposition’，becomes known collectively as "pedals". Thus the previously 
blurred distinction between rhythmic pedals and superimpositions is clarified. 
Rhythmic canons 
In Technique, Messiaen discusses rhythmic canons under three subheadings, 
"rhythmic canon", "canon by the addition of the dot"^'' and “canon of 
nonretrogradable rhythms", all of which deal with canon formation in rhythmic but 
not in melodic terms. In accordance with Messiaen's remark that "[rhythmic canon] 
may exist without the presence of any melodic canon"/^ canons tend to be treated 
rhythmically but not melodically. 
Visions is the first work to make considerable use of rhythmic canons. The 
rhythmic canons in "Amen de la consommation" are based on a rhythmic pattern that 
contains different Hindu formulae. As shown in Ex.III.10, the retrograde of 
ragavardhana, candrakala (number 105 from (^arngadeva's list) and laksmiga 
(number 88 from the same list) are played in succession and this series of 17 durations 
74 Since "augmentation by the addition of the dot" has come up in chapter IV of Technique as an 
example of "augmentation of a rhythm", "canon by the addition of the dot" could have been presented 
as ‘‘canon by augmentation or diminution of a rhythm". 
“Technique vol. 1, p.24. 
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is defined by a sequence of three chords in fourths，This composite rhythm recurs as 
a rhythmic pedal in other movements of Visions. According to Messiaen. “all the 
fragments B are in diminution or augmentation of the fragments A; the added values 
are indicated by the c r o s s e s . I n his view, the three different Hindu formulae can be 
interpreted as sharing the same origin. Such a rhythmic canon can be treated as an 
example of "canon of augmented and diminished rhythms". 
Lastly, Messiaen also quotes from "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des 
oiseaux" to illustrate his use of "canon of nonretrogradable rhythms". This canon is 
based on a rhythmic pattern that has been used previously in "Danse de la fureiir, pour 
les sept trompettes" and "Par lui tout a ete fait". In Visions, Messiaen places these 
composite nonretrogradable rhythms together in the format of a “triple canon" 
(Ex.III. l l) . 
While only three different subheadings are listed in Technique, Messiaen in fact 
introduces five different kinds of rhythmic canons. Messiaen illustrates the “canon of 
augmented and diminished rhythms" under the subheading of "canon by the addition 
of the dot，，78 while two examples of "triple canon" are put under the subheadings of 
76 As a favorite of Messiaen, this rhythmic pattern of seventeen values (a prime number) has appeared 
in Chants de terre et de del, Les corps glorieux and Quatour. 
” Technique vol. 1，p.20. 
Vingt regards is a striking example in "Regard du fils sur le fils" (no.V). Messiaen uses a canon 
where the left hand values are 1 丨力 t imes those of the right hand (i.e. a typical example of “canon by the 
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"rhythmic canon" and "canon of nonretrogradable rhythms’’.?�The revised discussion 
of rhythm in Traite II proves inspiring on this issue. In the chapter on ‘'pedals and 
rhythmic canons" ("pedales et canons rythmiques"), “triple canon" and ‘‘canon by the 
addition of a quarter of the values" (a kind of "canon of augmented and diminished 
rhythms") are treated as distinct canonic techniques. Listed in Traite II are the 
following six types of rhythmic canons: 
1. "canon rythmique de plus en plus serre" (rhythmic canQn)肌 
2. "triples canons" (triple canons) 
3. "canon by canons par ajout du point, et par ajout du lA des valeurs"(canon 
by the addition of the dot and of a quarter of the values) 
4. "canons de rythmes non retrogradables" (canons of non-retrogradable 
rhythms) 
5. “canon rythmique retrograde de deux pedales rythmiques superposees" 
(rhythmic canon based on the superimposition of two rhythmic pedals, one 
being the retrograde of the other) 
6. "canon rythmiques paries" (rhythmic canon of speech syllables) 
In addition to the canons discussed in Technique, Messiaen also focuses on the newly 
introduced polyrhythms. These include "rhythmic canon based on the 
superimposition of two rhythmic pedals, one being the retrograde of the other" and 
"rhythmic canon of speech syllables", which are beyond the scope of this study. 
addition of a dot") 
Messiaen has never treated "triple canon" as a distinct technique of rhythmic canon. 
Traite II, p.61. My translations are bracketed. 
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Rhythmic pedal 
Rhythmic pedals involve, in Messiaen's words, ‘‘rhythm which repeats itself 
indefatigably, in ostinato . . . without busying itself about the rhythms which surround 
it” 81 “Liturgie de crystal" is exemplary in its use of rhythmic pedals. In the piano part, 
a rhythmic pattern of 17 durations®^ is defined by a sequence of 29 chords. To 
complete the cycle back to the starting point takes 493 chords (17 x 29). 
Rhythmic pedals appear often in Visions. Messiaen's favorite rhythmic patterns, 
the composite Hindu formulae as shown in Ex.III.10, appear not only in "Amen de la 
consommation", but also in “Amen des etoiles" and "Amen de I'agonie". Rhythmic 
pedals in the seventh movement of Visions are treated in a more complex setting as a 
rhythmic canon. 
Messiaen further extends the use of rhythmic pedal in Visions, in which two 
different pedals are engaged in the first piano part. This provides the most interesting 
case from the rhythmic point of view as rhythmic pedals are at once juxtaposed and 
superimposed. In the first movement of Visions, rhythmic pedals of 52 and 29 
crotchets are superimposed. To complete the cycle back to the starting point takes 
1508 crotchets, which exceed the time-span of the movement. The chord sequence of 
81 Technique vol. 1, p.26. 
It is made up of three (^amgadeva rhythms - "ragavardhana", "candrakala" and "laksmi^a" - as 
shown in Ex.III. 10. 
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only three chords in fourths (see Ex.III.9), is, however much simpler than that of 
"Liturgie de crystal". As Messiaen continues to experiment with his use of rhythmic 
pedal, the superimposition of rhythmic and harmonic sequences reaches a high degree 
of complexity in the first movement of Turangalila-symphonie.^^ 
Greek rhythms, though barely mentioned in Technique, assume importance in 
Visions. In the first and fourth movements, rhythmic pedals based on Greek meters 
dominate. In "Amen de la creation", two rhythmic pedals are superimposed to form a 
double rhythmic pedal derived mostly from Greek rhythms (see Ex.III.6). As these 
pedals recur in the fourth movement (Ex.III. 12), each of them is set against two 
instead of three sonorities as in the first movement. This combination of simple 
sonorities and complex rhythmic patterns, serves to divert the listener's attention to 
enjoy the excitement suggested by Messiaen's double rhythmic pedals. 
Advanced Rhythmic Treatments 
So far our discussion of Messiaen's rhythmic innovations has been based on 
Technique. Rhythmic characters and rhythmic chromaticism are not covered by 
Technique, though Messiaen's discussion of simhavikridita in Technique shows an 
In the first movement, ragavardhana, combined with a sequence of thirteen chords in the strings, is 
superimposed on lakskmTga, combined with fourteen chords in the woodwind. 
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early sign of them. First, the progressive accumulation and withdrawal of a quaver can 
be understood as a prelude to the concept of rhythmic chromaticism. Second, it hints 
at the notion of rhythmic characters, even though two rather than three rhythmic 
characters are involved. 
Added Values vs. Rhythmic Chromaticism 
"Simhavikridita", the Hindu rhythmic formula to which Messiaen attaches prime 
importance in Technique, is credited not only with initiating the first rule of 
ametricality in his music, but also the formulation of rhythmic chromaticism. With 
regard to the addition of a small value, it can be a note, a rest, or even a dot as in the 
case of ragavardhana (see Ex.III. 1), and the values can be added or removed 
progressively. Simhavikridita, with its progressive increase and decrease of the note 
value marked A, foreshadows the notion of rhythmic chromaticism (Ex.III.13). A 
more illustrative example of rhythmic chromaticism, which appears frequently in 
Visions, is laksmi9a (see Ex.III.10a). The successive addition of a unit value creates a 
progressive accumulation of values. 
Rhythmic chromaticism has its root in the concept of added values in the sense 
that short values are constantly added to existing durations. Yet there are important 
differences. With rhythmic chromaticism, a fixed short value (usually a semiquaver or 
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demisemiquaver) rather than a variable is added, being typified by an ongoing 
accumulation of values. 
An early experiment with rhythmic chromaticism goes back to "Cloches 
d'angoise et larmes d'adieu", written in 1929 when Messiaen was still a student in 
Paris. In this Prelude, the note G is repeated through a series of 1-2-2-2-3-3-5-5 
semiquavers in imitation of the tolling of a bell (Ex.III. 14). Johnson views this as an 
unusual departure in the early works of Messiaen. 84 While the accumulation is not yet 
carried out systematically, it can surely be interpreted as an early sign of rhythmic 
chromaticism. It was not until the mid 1940s that rhythmic chromaticism started to 
appear more frequently in such works as Vingt regards, Turangalila-Symphonie, 
Neumes rythmiques and Mode de valeurs et d'intensites^^ 
Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.27. 
The earliest use of rhythmic chromaticism dates back to Vint regards�only that it carries a different 
label. The general description of "valeurs progressivement accelerees" and "valeurs progressivement 
ralenties" can be found in Vingt regards. The opening and closing passages of ‘‘Regard des prophetes, 
des Bergers et des mages" (no.XVI), "Regard de I'onction terrible" (no.XVIII) and the middle passage 
of "Regard de I'eglise d 'amoiir" (no.XX) are typical examples of rhythmic chromaticism. Not until 
Mode de valeurs et d'intensiles does the term "durees chromatiques" appears. 
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Rhythmic characters 
First discussed in his conversation with Samuel, the rhythmic treatment of rhythmic 
characters owed its origins to Beethoven's invention of "development by 
elimination，’.86 Messiaen draws an analogy in explaining his concept of rhythmic 
characters: 
Let 's imagine a scene in a play in which we place three character: the first one 
acts, behaving in a brutal manner by striking the second; the second character is 
acted upon, his actions dominated by those of the first; finally, the third character 
is simply present at the conflict and remains i n a c t i v e . 
An early development of rhythmic characters can be found in Turangaltla. In "Joie du 
sang des eloiles", the fifth movement of the symphony, the three rhythmic characters 
proceed forward in sequence.^^ 
Visions contains an even earlier (though less direct) reference to this idea of 
rhythmic characters. As pointed out by Griffiths, in "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a 
I'anneau", the second movement, the progressive expansion and contraction of phrase 
86 According to Messiaen, this kind of development is effected by gradually eliminating notes from the 
theme until it becomes a very concentrated, brief statement. 
“ S a m u e l , Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.71. 
"A" is a non-retrogradable rhythm with an arrangement of notes in the order of 4-1-4 semiquavers. 
The note values of this rhythm increase with each addition of a semiquaver, resulting in 5-2-5 and then 
6-3-6 and so forth in the music. "B" is also a non-retrogradable rhythm but with an arrangement of 
notes in *tlie order of 8-4-8 semiquavers instead. The note values decrease with each removal of a 
semiquaver. "C", which consists of ten semiquavers, simply remains inactive. 
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length in the second and first piano (right hand) seem to stand for two contrasting 
rhythmic characters. In the left hand part of the first piano, a rhythmic pedal of 
constant phrase length (thirteen crotchets) is repeated, alluding to the third rhythmic 
character (Exs. 111.15a, b and c).^^ 
An embryonic form of rhythmic characters can also be traced back to ‘‘L,ange 
aux parfums" of Les corps gloheux. The notion of rhythmic characters is implied. As 
suggested by Messiaen, the chords of the upper and lower staves, retrograde of one 
another, contract progressively while the non-retrogradable rhythm of the bass does 
not change (Ex.III.16). Moreover, as indicated in Traite I，simhavikridita, the first 
Hindu formula listed in Technique, is a typical example of rhythmic characters. The 
pattern sets note values A and B in alternation. Since the first note A augments and 
diminishes progressively while the second note B does not change (see Ex.III.13), an 
early use of Messiaen's rhythmic characters is in evidence. 
Messiaen's rhythmic language owed much to the set of Hindu rhythmic formulae 
but the discussion of them in Technique, while insightful, was nevertheless brief. The 
Hindu rhythm simhavikridita, which initiated Messiaen's rhythmic experiments, were 
not fully explained at the time of Technique. Not until Traite (in the chapter on 
"de9i-talas") did Messiaen conduct the discussion in a more organized manner. Based 
Griffiths, Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time, p. 66. 
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on the Hindu rhythmic formulae, he derived eleven principles of rhythmic treatments: 
1. "principe de I'ajout du point" (principle of the addition of the dot 广 
2. "principe du retrait du point" (principle of the withdrawal of the dot) 
3. "principe de la valeur ajoutee" (principle of added values) 
4. "principe des nombres premiers"(principle of the prime numbers) 
5. "principe de I'accroissement et decroissement d'une valeur sur deux" 
(principle of the lengthening and shortening of a value out of two) 
6. "principe des rythmes non retrogradables" (principle of non-retrogradable 
rhythms) 
7. "principe des rythmes immediatement suivis de leur augmentation ou de 
leur dimunution" (principle of immediate augmentation and diminution) 
8. "principe de 1'augmentation ou de la diminution inexacte" (principle of 
inexact augmentation and diminution) 
9. "principe du chromatisme des durees" (principle of "durees chromatiques，,） 
10. "principe de la dissociation et de la coagulation" (principle of dissociation 
and coagulation) 
11. "melange de tous les principes precedents" (mixture of all previous 
principles) 
In Traite I, simhavikridita was discussed in greater detail under the "principle of the 
lengthening and shortening of a value out of two", and Messiaen pointed out its close 
relation with the notion of rhythmic characters. As a favorite rhythmic formula of 
Messiaen, ragavardhana reappears in Traite I under the "principle of dissociation and 
coagulation". The discussion of ragavardhana in both Technique and Traite covers the 
same ground. The replacement of a dotted crotchet by a group of three quavers, 
regardless of the addition of a dot to the second quaver in ragavardhana, can be 
y 
卯 Traite 1’ pp. 266-270. My translations are bracketed. 
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interpreted as "dissociation", while the reverse can be expressed as ‘‘coagulation，, in 
Messiaen's own words. 
Apart from added values, augmentation, diminution and non-retrogradable 
rhythms, which have already been covered in Technique, the list above includes also 
the origin of prime numbers in Hindu rhythm, rhythmic characters and rhythmic 
chromaticism. 
The early phase of Messiaen's rhythmic experiments can be dated back to La 
nativite of mid 1930s. In his interview with Samuel, Messiaen also pointed out that: 
My first rhythmically important works were composed before or during the 
Second World War: these are La nativite du Seigneur for organ, then Qua tour 
pour la fin du temps. There I used a rhythmic system based on added note-value, 
prime numbers, diminutions followed by their augmentations, inexact 
diminutions and augmentations, and a number of procedures that I borrowed 
from Indian antiquity.^' 
On the basis of this, Johnson further asserted that not until La nativite did Messiaen 
introduce his new rhythmic treatments, even though the use of added values in La 
nativite (and also Poemespour Mi and Chants de terre et de del) remained basically 
metrical. 
On the whole, L 'Ascension sums up the achievement of Messiaen's early period, 
at the same time bringing to a head the crisis caused by the inability of his 
harmonic language to create, on its own, sufficiently dynamic and extended 
,丄 
91 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.80. 
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structures. With the introduction of his rhythmic systems in La Nativite du 
Seigneur in the following year, the foundations were laid for a significant and 
coherent development in his musical thought.^-
While La nativite stood out for its systematic use of new musical thoughts in rhythm, 
Johnson focused exclusively on Messiaen's major works while neglecting the minor 
ones. Fcmtaisie Burlesque, composed a year earlier than L 'ascension, had already 
shown the prophetic use of added values: 
The middle section is better: many things may be found in it that anticipates the 
colours of chords and rhythms in my later works. It includes notably a polymodal 
passage which superposes mode III on mode II，then inversely mode II on mode 
III in four quaver rhythm (the third quaver being dotted) - which is quite 
prophetic.93 
Clyde Holloway also argued that Messiaen's rhythmic experiments should be dated 
f 
back to Apparition de I 'Eglise eternelle of 1932, which was published in the same 
year as Fcmtaisie Burie叫ue.讽 Evidently, these two works witnessed Messiaen 's 
earlier experiments on rhythm. 
Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.31. 
'^^Messiaen's sleeve note to Olivier Messiaen: L 'oeiivre pour piano Yvonne Loriod. 
1)4 Clyde "Ho Ho way, The organ works of Olivier Messiaen and their importance in his total oeiivre, pp. 
243-4 and 256. 
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2. Modes of Limited Transposition 
An important element of Messiaen's music, particularly in his earlier works, is his use 
of modes of limited transposition, seven in all.^' His use of modes dates back to Le 
banquet celeste, in which mode 2, in its various transpositions, is set up as the major 
harmonic device (Ex.III.17).'^ Modes are among the first elements of his harmonic 
language to develop. In the preface to La nativite, Messiaen demonstrates four modes. 
However, it is only in the later published Technique, that all seven modes are listed 
and discussed. 
The seven modes contain 10，9, 8 or 6 different notes in an octave and can be 
divided into 4, 3 or 2 segments of the same intervallic structure, with the last note of 
one segment being also the first note of the next. These are called "modes of limited 
transposition" since not all transpositions engender a different set of notes (Ex.III.18). 
For example, mode 1，a whole-tone scale, can only be transposed twice, and mode 2, a 
series of alternating tones and semitones, can only be transposed thrice, like the chord 
of the diminished 7"\ Mode 3 has three segments, each comprising the intervals of a 
tone followed by two semitones and is transposable four times, like the augmented 
奶 In this chapter, "modes" will be used to denote Messiaen's "modes of limited transposition". The 
number in parentheses is the transposition level: “3 (2)”，for example, means mode 3, second 
transposition. 
他 A more accurate description of the mode used in bar 2 is mode 7 (5). , 
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triad. Modes 4-7 have two segments, each comprising a tritone and are transposable 
six times. According to Messiaen, "modes which cannot be transposed beyond a 
certain number of transpositions" and "rhythms which cannot be used in retrograde” 
are two striking impossibilities.^^ 
The seven modes listed by Messiaen, however, are not the only possibilities. In 
Technique, in addition to the seven modes, two "truncated" forms of mode 2 and two 
"truncated" forms of 5 are also listed (Exs.III.19a and b). These four truncated forms 
of modes 2 and 5 consist of four to six different notes in an octave. All of them can be 
divided into two segments of augmented fourths. As a result, they are transposable six 
times. Closer investigation reveals that these are truncated forms not only of modes 2 
and 5 as Messiaen suggests. Indeed the first pair is also embedded in modes 4, 6 and 
7 and the second in modes 2, 4, 6 and 7. As stated in Technique’ "mode 5 [is] a 
truncated mode and it stands out in being listed among Messiaen's seven modes 
notwithstanding its inclusion relation to mode 4. 
Jonathan W. Bernard, in his study on the relationships between sound and color 
in Messiaen's music, noted that only six of the seven modes are used. 
y • 
Technique vol.1, p.13. 
''Ibid., P.62. . 
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In the Technique, Messiaen first reveals his preoccupation with these modes and 
details the content of each. He defines seven modes in all, the first of which - the 
whole tone scale — he discards for his purposes.99 
Bernard took Technique as a point of departure, but neglected the “little theory” which 
prefaced La nativite. However, in Messiaen's first public acknowledgement of his use 
of modes, mode 1 is not without its place. Indeed, mode 1, which was used 
extensively by Debussy, does appear in Messiaen's works, though sparingly and 
usually mixed with other materials. The whole tone descent in the sixth movement of 
Visions is a typical example (Ex.III.20). 
There is ample use of modes in Visions, though not all of the seven movements 
can be considered heavily modal in basis. The third movement, in which Messiaen 
adopts only mode 2 in the Boris motif, is an obvious exception. Of the seven modes, 
modes 2 and 5 are most extensively used in Visions while mode 5 pervades "Amen de 
la creation" and "Amen de la consommation". Both the rhythmic pedal in the first 
movement and the rhythmic canon in the seventh movement consist of three chords in 
fourths, i.e. mode 5 in its first, third and fifth transpositions (see “Chords in Fourths"). 
Unlike the characteristic use of "parallel chord series" in Visions (see "Parallel Chord 
Series"), mode 5 appears as whole-tone series of chords in fourths. This style recalls 
Debussy's use of parallel chords (Ex.III.21). In the last movements, these mode-5 
Bernard, "Messiaen 's Synaesthesia", p.45. , 
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series, together with other series of modes 1, 2 and 3 are suggestive of the bewildering 
motion of heavenly bodies. 
Mode 2, Messiaen's favorite mode in Le banquet celeste, appears frequently in 
Visions. This mode is employed not only in the cyclic theme (see Ex.II.l). but also in 
“le theme passionne", the second theme in the fourth movement (Ex.III.22). A more 
characteristic use of mode 2 appears in the fourth movement. The rhythmic pedals 
previously associated with the first movement are now based on mode 2 instead of 
mode 5 (see Ex.IIL9). Mode 2 is most prominently used towards the end of the 
seventh movement, as the piece has come to rest purely on the resonance of this mode 
(Ex.III.23). Mode 2 is the most commonly used mode in Visions. Messiaen's 
predilection for mode 2 also emerges in his analysis of Le banquet celeste in 
Technique. The modal passages in bar 2 and 3 (as quoted in Technique) are based on 
mode 7 (5) but Messiaen has suggested mode 2, with the addition of E# (see Ex.III. 18). 
A similar case comes up in his analysis of the fifth movement of Visions. 
Notwithstanding the adoption of a complete mode 6 (4) in the triple canon, Messiaen, 
when analyzing the movement in Traite III, suggested mode 2 (1), with the addition of 
D and B in the upper stave and G and D in the lower stave (Ex.III.24).'®° 
,4'‘ 
Traite III, p.264. 
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Poly modality 
The SLiperimposition of two or more different modes creates a polymodal setting. The 
pairing of mode 2 and 3 dates back to Messiaen's Preludes. In Visions, the layer of 
chords added to the first development of the "theme de la danse des planets" is 
illustrative of his use of polymodality (Ex.III.25). Apart from the superimposition of 
mode 3 on mode 2 or, inversely, mode 2 on mode 3，Visions contains also polymodal 
passages based on other modes. In the second development of the "theme de la danse 
des planets", the polymodal passages are based on modes 4 and 6 (Ex.III.26). For 
Messiaen, who associates colors with musical sound, the pairing of modes 2 and 3 and 
modes 4 and 6 rather than the other options of polymodality seems a choice focused 
on the expression of co lo r s .� ‘ 
Sound vs Colors 
While Messiaen places heavy emphasis on the attribute of limited transpositions, his 
use of modes is no less important for the expression of colors. 
My modes have neither a tonic nor a final; they are colors. The classical chords 
have attractions and resolutions. My chords are colors. They engender 
intellectual colors, which evolve along with t h e m严 
丨⑴ Short polymodal passages of mode 1 on mode 2 can be found in sixth movement (see Ex.111.20). 
丨02 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.62. 
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For him, "modes have overall colors corresponding to their various transpositions 
(three colors for Mode 2, four colors for Mode 3，six colors for Modes 4 and 6)；""' 
Based on mode 2，Messiaen elaborates: 
Mode 2 . . . has only three possibilities of coloration. For me, the first 
transposition of Mode 2 is defined like this: "blue-violet rocks speckled with 
little gray cubes, cobalt blue, deep Prussian blue, highlighted by a bit of violet-
purple, gold, red, ruby and stars of mauve, black, and white. Blue-violet is 
dominant." The same mode in its second transposition is totally different: “gold 
and silver spirals against a background of brown and ruby-red vertical stripes. 
Gold and brown are dominant." And here 's the third transposition: "light green 
and prairie-green foliage, with specks of blue, silver, and reddish orange. 
Dominant is green.”丨�“ 
In Messiaen's view, each transposition of the same mode possesses distinct color 
associations. Thus, Bernard's assertion that "in general we can speak of a dominant 
color or related colors within a particular mode’’丨。5 seems questionable. 
Conceivably, for Messiaen, the perception of sounds and colors become blended, 
and thus into a uniquely synthesized experience. Messiaen claimed that he started to 
use modes instinctively, guided by the colors they evoked. 
I am . . . affected by a kind of synopsia, found more in my mind than in my body, 
which allows me, when I hear music, and equally when I read it, to see inwardly, 
in the mind 's eye, colors which move with the music, and I sense these colors in 
an extremely vivid manner. . . . For me certain complexes of sound and certain 
103 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.64. 
fbid.:f!.64. 
丨。5 Bernard, "Messiaen 's Synaesthesia", p.46. 
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sonorities are linked to complexes of color, and I use them in full knowledge of 
this.iG6 � 
My passion for the sound-color relationship drove me to work with these modes 
of limited transposition, which people did not understand either, because they 
thought it had to be an arithmetical problem. But first and foremost it is a color 
phenomenon. Each mode has a precisely definable color, which changes every 
time it is transposed.'®^ 
While placing forth seven modes, Messiaen addresses primarily the colors of only 
four (modes 2, 3，4 and 6). In addition to his tabulation of ‘‘Modally Based Coloration 
in Messiaen's Compositions" (reproduced as Ex.III.27), Bernard also elaborated on 
the omission of modes 5 and 7 in Messiaen's works. 
Mode 5 . . . is a subset of both Mode 4 and Mode 6, and thus is apparently 
redundant. Mode 7 . . . [ is] a superset of all of Messiaen's other modes except 
Mode 3. We note here that Messiaen often refers to total chromaticism -
ironically enough, considering the etymology of the word - as grey or grey-black. 
Possibly Mode 7 has too many notes to evoke vivid colors; or perhaps it has an 
effect akin to that of Messiaen's vitrail, or stained-glass window chords, in 
which all hues of the rainbow are present at once, in sharp delineation from one 
another•丨 08 
Bernard's explanation is insightful, though it does not touch upon the omission of 
some transpositions of mode 4 and mode 6. While the six possible transpositions of 
106 Samuel, Conversations with Olivier Messiaen (1976), pp. 16-7. 
107 Almut Rossler, Contributions to the Spiritual World of Olivier Messiaen, trans. Barbara Dagg and 
Nancy Poland, p.76 [slightly edited by Jean Marie Wu in "Mystical Symbols of Faith" from Messiaen ’s 
Language of Mystical Love, ed. Siglind Bruhn.] 
'08 Bernard, "Messiaen 's Synaesthesia", p.46. 
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modes 4 and 6 have different color effects, Bernard's table omits the colorations of 
modes 4(1) , 4 (2), 6 ( 5 ) and 6 (6). 
In the light of Bernard's research on Messiaen's sound-color associations. 
Visions is rich in color effects. Take as an example the polymodal passages in the 
second movement. Messiaen added to the "theme de la danse des planets" series of 
chords in modes 2 and 3. Such an added layer of chords in the first piano brings forth 
a sparkling wash of sound that evokes the colors of blues and greens in the upper stave 
(i.e. mode 3 (3)) against blues and violets in the lower stave (i.e. mode 2 (1 ) ) (see 
Ex.III.25). Interlocked with the chords of contracted resonance (see “Invented Chords 
and Chord Progressions" for further details), the polymodal passages based on modes 
2 and 3 reappear. Subsequently, the same passages come into view again after the 
appearing of modes 4 and 6 in the first piano. Such a change of polymodal passages 
may evoke the colors of violets in the upper stave (i.e. mode 4 (3) and mode 4 (5)) 
against yellows in the lower stave (i.e. mode 6 (1 ) and mode 6 (3)). The second piano 
(upper stave) in the third development，however, is saturated with alternate modal 
passages based on modes 2 and mode 4. Since the change of color always goes with a 
change of chords or modes in Messiaen's music, the replacement of the polymodal 
passages in modes 2 and 3 by modes 4 and 6 brings about different color effects in the 
music. And the frequent change of modes in the third development creates a perpetual 
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dazzle of colors. 
Sound-color association is not yet discussed in Technique’ except in a passing 
reference to "the gentle cascade of blue-orange chords" in the piano part of the second 
movement of Quanwr .�^ This is probably the first discussion of the role of color in 
his compositional process ."�Not until his interview with Samuel did Messiaen 
explained in length his perception of sound and color. Messiaen explained his view on 
the color modes by pointing out that 
Mode 3 is four times transposable, but its best transposition is the second. I even 
think the second transposition of Mode 3 is the best of all my modes. For its 
colors, I 've noted the following: "horizontally layered stripes: from bottom to 
top, dark gray, mauve, light gray, and white with mauve and pale yellow 
highlights - with flaming gold letters, of an unknown script, and a quantity of 
little red or blue arcs that are very thin, very fine, hardly visible. Dominant are 
gray and mauve". '" 
According to Loriod, a more elaborate and detailed survey of sound and color was to 
appear in Traite VII，the last and at the time as yet unpublished volume of the treatise. 
109 Technique vol.1, p.51. 
I I�Griff i ths , Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time, p.41. Based on Antoine Golea 's Rencontres avec 
Olivier Messiaen, Griffiths has pointed out that Messiaen was already speaking of a "rainbow of 
chords" at the time of the Preludes. 
‘‘I Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.64. 
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Tonality, Modality and A tonality 
Messiaen's views on tonality were exceptionally unconventional in outlook. 
I feel that the terms "tonal," "modal," "serial," and other words of this ilk are 
misleading and that their use constitutes an illusion; these are phenomena that 
have probably never existed. They've been exploited in books because lovely 
theories could be established, with pretty synoptic tables — but these are 
unimportant things that composers have ultimately taken little notice of."-
As analyzed by Messiaen in Traite III, the principal key of Visions is A major, the key 
of not only his first substantial piano work, Preludes, but also Visions, and Trios 
petites liturgies de la presence divine. In establishing the principal key of A major in 
Visions, Messiaen adopted both the conventional triadic sonorities and, more often, 
the use of modes. The first part of the "theme de la creation" is based on the first 
transposition of mode 2. It is noteworthy that the sonority of mode 2 (first 
transposition) is created by the tonic chord of A major and the added sixth chord of F# 
major. From the fourth chord in bar 3 onwards, the theme shifts towards an alternation 
of major and minor triads, which is then disrupted by the E - F# - an ending typical of 
Peruvian and Balinese music (see Ex.II.l)."^ The resulting colors of blues and 
violets — the colors Messiaen perceived when he heard mode 2 in its first 
transposition — are absorbed and transformed into various major and minor 
"“Samuel , Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.49. 
r m ^ / e l l l , p.233. 
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sonorities in bar 3. Concurrently, in the first piano part, an uninterrupted series of 
chords in fourths are derived from Messiaen's mode 5. The coloration of mode 5 has 
not yet been detailed, though it is closely related to mode 4 and mode 6. 
Although the tonal and modal approaches contrast sharply, Messiaen illustrated 
in Technique how he mixed the modes with major tonality. An early comment on the 
way the concept of tonic, subdominant and dominant relates to mode 2 can be dated 
back to his preface to Trios petites liturgies de la presence divine. A similar comment 
reappears in Traite III in Messiaen's analysis of Visions. According to Messiaen, the 
fourth movement of Visions is centered on G. Mode 2(1)，with the notes C, E and G, 
may play the role of a subdominant chord. Mode 2 (2)，with the notes G, B and D, 
contains the tonic chord and mode 2 (3)，with the notes D, F# and A, contains the 
dominant chord. In the same vein, mode 4 (2), with the notes C, Eb and G, can be 
interpreted as the subdominant minor. The fourth movement begins with mode 2 (3) 
and subsequently mode 2 (2). This dominant-tonic progression located at its outset is 
strikingly conventional. Additionally, the closing phrase of this section is based on 
mode 2 (2), i.e. the tonic chord in G major. 
While Messiaen approached serialism in 1949-50, his concern with total 
chromaticism was already evident in Visions. When discussing the fifth movement of 
Visions in Traite III, Messiaen stated his preference of sonority: 
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Page 53, derniere mesure du 1 ""systeme: 1' ' periode en la majeur ou Refrain — 3 
e systeme, 3 ‘ mesure, 2 ‘ periode - Cette 2 ’ periode s 'exaspere et termine sur la 
tonique (la suraigu) avec un accord inattendu, qui, par ses resonances etagees en 
decrescendo donne un total chromatique sauf le mi (en tenant compte du si du 
trille). 
[Page 53，last bar of the first system: the first period is in A major. The third 
system, third bar, the second period - this period intensifies and ends on the tonic 
(very shrill A) with an unexpected chord, which by its resonance set in 
decrescendo, gives a total chromatic effect, except for the E (and counting the B 
of the trill).] "4 
More illustrative examples include the chords of inferior resonance. Added to the 
principal material are the "foreign notes" which supply the missing notes in the music 
(see "The Chord of Contracted Resonance"). In Visions, Messiaen's interest in the 
twelve-tone space is much in evidence. 
” 
Traite III, p.260. My translations are bracketed. 
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3. Invented Chords and Chord Progressions 
In an interview with Samuel, Messiaen pointed out that his harmonic language is 
based not only on the modes of limited transposition, but also on a host of newly 
invented chords. They are 
the chords of contracted resonance, the revolving chords, chords of total 
chromaticism, chords of transposed inversions on the same bass note, and 
thousands of chords invented to reproduce the timbres of bird songs. 
In addition to the chords and chord progressions named on this particular occasion, 
Messiaen also listed the "chord of resonance" and the "chord in fourths" in his 
Technique. ‘ Messiaen's use of these pre-composed chords, and the disposition of 
these in his music continue to attract critical remarks. Of these, Boulez 's remark that 
"Messiaen does not compose -- he juxtaposes"丨口 stands out and is particularly 
noteworthy. While the use of pre-composed chords may limit any claims to originality, 
Messiaen's creative contributions lay in his fervent exploration of new rhythmic 
effects that calls for a static framework of harmony, so as to create a sense of ebb and 
flow within the perceptual limit of the audience. Messiaen's introduction of the 
majority of these invented chords in his music and in Technique can be traced back to 
I 丨 5 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.64. 
‘丨 6 It has been announced that the forthcoming volume seven oi Traite will discuss his use of modes and 
chords. * 
117 Griffiths, Olivier Messiaen and the Music of Time, p.157. 
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the 1940s. Since then his use of these invented chords grew in both quantity and 
prominence. Apart from the named chords, there are other chords that are frequently 
used but not labeled by Messiaen. Amongst these are the “pedal chords" and the 
“parallel chords" . ' " 
The ways in which Messiaen names his chords are not always consistent. One 
noteworthy example is the "chord on the dominant", to which Messiaen has attached 
different labels at different times. It is first called "accord sur dominante" ("chord on 
the dominant") in Technique but is referred to as "accord a renversements transposes" 
(“chord of transposed inversions") on other occasions such as in Traite and in his 
interview with Samuel as quoted above. 
At the time of Technique, only three of the invented chords, i.e. the "chord on the 
dominant", the "chord of resonance" and the "chord in fourths" were identified. The 
rest were merely touched upon in passing and hence escaped the notice of most 
commentators. Bernard, in The Messiaen Companion, remarked that: 
'丨8 The "chord of total chromaticism", which has not yet been illustrated in Technique, is outside the 
boundary of this study. 
丨丨9 There is no definitive English translation for Messiaen's invented chords and chord progressions. 
The "chord of contracted resonance" used in the following discussion is also called "chords of 
contracting resonance" and "chords with contracted resonance" in other literature. The "chord on the 
dominant" is also called "chords of transposed inversions", "chord of inverted transposition" and 
"chords ^'ith transposed inversion". The "turning chords" are also known as the "revolving chords", 
the "circling chords" and the "rotating chords". 
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In certain works of the 1960s, Messiaen seems to have found the palette available 
to him through the modes to be too confining; most of the chords in the coloured 
strata of strophes I and II of Chronochromie and most of the labelled colour 
chords of Couleurs de la cite celeste and Sept haikai are non-modal. Around this 
time we also begin to hear about "turning chords", “chords of contracted 
resonance" and "chords of inverted transposition" as coloured phenomena. None 
of these is ever defined, either in terms of harmonic/pitch structure or in terms of 
the specific colours they evoke; all that is really clear about them is that they are 
non-modal. 
Mistakenly, Bernard dated Messiaen's "turning chords", “chords of contracted 
resonance" and "chords of inverted transposition" to the 1960s. However, these 
chords had already assumed a prominent role in Visions. It seems clear that Bernard 
had misread Messiaen's varying nomenclature of the "chord on the dominant" and 
had therefore mistaken the "chord of invented transposition" for a different chord.'"' 
Even though the "chords of contracted resonance" were not yet defined in 
Technique, these structures had been in use since the early 1940s. In Technique, 
Messiaen acknowledged, albeit in footnote form, the ample use of these chords in 
Visions. 
120 Bernard, "Colour" in Peter Hill ed. Messiaen 's Companion, pp.211-212. 
' ' ' B e r n a r d has evidently overlooked the use of the chords of transposed inversion in Messiaen's works 
such as Piece pour le Tombeau de Paul Dukas (1935). 
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The Chord on the Dominant 
As stated by Messiaen in Technique, the chord on the dominant contains all the notes 
of a diatonic scale (Ex.III.28). Even though this chord can be interpreted as a 
dominant-thirteenth chord, the essence of the chord lies rather in the incorporation of 
appoggiaturas into what is basically a dominant-ninth chord. Initially, the 
appoggiaturas are duly resolved (Ex.III.29).'-- But Messiaen subsequently leaves 
these appoggiaturas unresolved to create a more complex version. This chord thus 
plays a dual role, acting at once as the dissonance of the dominant ninth chord and as 
also the resolution of the new dissonance (Ex.III.30). In Johnson's words, this chord is 
an "incorporation of resolution into dissonance".'"^ In contrast to his stance in 
Technique, Messiaen points out in Traite that the origin of the chord on the dominant 
is a dominant-ninth chord with its leading note replaced by the t o n i c . E x a m p l e s 
abound in the fifth movement of Visions, but Messiaen's harmonic language has never 
been straightforward. He not only used the chord on the dominant as a vertical block 
chord, but also used the chord linearly in Quatuor and Visions (Ex.III.31). Moreover, 
Messiaen clung onto the unresolved dissonance of the chord on the dominant. The 
added appoggiaturas are sustained without bringing forth the resolution. In Strophe I 
The same chord progressions (transposed down a minor third) can be found in Technique Ex. 204. 
' ' ' Johns 'on, Olivier Messiaen, p.15. 
124 Traite III, p.86. 
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of Chwnochromie, the chords on the dominant participate in the symmetrical 
permutation of three sustained layers of chords (Ex.III.32). Notwithstanding the 
replacement of the original appoggiaturas by newly added ones, the essence of the 
chord on the dominant remained much the same - i.e. an incorporation of 
appoggiaturas into a dominant-ninth chord. 
In Traite III，Messiaen's explanation of the modified chord on the dominant is 
incomplete at best since he did not touch upon the genesis of the notes G natural and C 
natural (Ex.III.33). These two added notes, however, were already noted in Technique 
as appoggiaturas of appoggiaturas insofar as the underlying dominant-ninth chord 
was concerned. By comparing the ways Messiaen commented on this chord in both 
his early and late treatises, we can arrive at a fuller picture of the development of his 
approach. 
A close study of the use of the chords on the dominant in Chronochromie and 
Visions reveals that Messiaen provided different interpretations on these two 
occasions. What Messiaen had defined as the fourth inversion of the chord in Visions 
(Ex.III.34) becomes the third inversion in Chronochromie (see Ex.III.33). This 
inconsistency of interpretation remains perplexing. 
Messiaen juxtaposed different inversions of the chord on the dominant over a 
common bass note to create the ‘‘effect of a stained-glass window". In his own words: 
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Let us make multicolor work, bring forth an effect of a stained-glass window and 
arrange the different inversions of the chord with such appoggiaturas over a 
common bass note (C-sharp or D-flat).'^^' 
Yet he refrains from elaborating on this effect of a stained-glass window in Technique. 
His detailed description of the colors of the chords on the dominant over a common 
bass note (C# / Db) comes later in his interview with Samuel: 
With the fundamental on C-sharp, the upper range is the color of rock crystal and 
citrine; the lower range, of copper with gold high-lights. In the first inversion on 
C-sharp: wide expanse of sapphire blue, rimmed with less intense blue (fluorine 
blue, light Chartres blue) and with outer rims of violet. The second inversion on 
D-flat is orange, with stripes of pale yellow, red, and gold. The third inversion on 
D-flat, from high to low, moves through pale green, amethyst, and black. 
This description of color effects reappears in the analysis of Chronochromie in Traite 
III (see Ex. III.33). 
Messiaen approached the conventional inversions of a chord from a new 
perspective. By keeping the same bass note, he draws together different inversions of 
the chords on the dominant that are associated with different keys. As shown in 
Ex.III.34, the dominant-ninth chords are rooted on D, C, A and E respectively. The 
same principle is at work in the case of the chord of resonance. See, for example, 
Technique vol. I, p.50. 
Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.65. At the time of Technique, the coloration of the 
different inversions of the chord is not stated but is described in brief as an effect of a stained-glass 
window. The same example can be found in Technique (Ex.204). 
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Technique, Ex.206. 
The Chord of Resonance 
The name of the chord owes much to the fact that it consists basically of the 
fundamental note and its overtones. According to Messiaen, "nearly all the notes 
perceptible, to an extremely fine ear, in the resonance of a low C, figure, tempered, in 
this chord，，. 127 The chord of resonance can also be understood as the superimposition 
of two conventional chords, namely the dominant-seventh and the half-diminished-
seventh chords (Ex.III.35). 
Since the overtones series of the low C includes the note A but not G#, the 
adoption of G# in the chord of resonance might seem odd. However, by thinking in 
terms of frequency, we can see that it is indeed G#, rather than A, that stays closer to 
the thirteenth overtone. Since "harmonics which are multiples of prime numbers 
above 5 (e.g. nos.7, 11，13 and 14) do not correspond to recognized notes in the 
equal-tempered s c a l e " , t h e 13"" harmonic is closer to the G# of equal temperament 
(g-sharp = 800’ 13"' harmonic = 840.53, a = 900 cents" ' ) . 
127 Technique vol.1, p.50. 
P�The New Grove Dictionary, 1980’ p. 167. 
丨 A cent is a hundredth part of a semitone in an equal-tempered scale; thus an octave contains 1200 
cents. 
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Apart from its close relation to the overtone series, the chord of the resonance is 
related to the third mode of limited transposition, since "the chord [of resonance] 
gives all the notes of the third mode of limited transpositions” 丨 (Ex.III.36). However, 
this chord contains only eight of the nine notes of the third mode of limited 
transposition (the note Eb is missing) and therefore the interpretation of the chord of 
the resonance in Technique remains controversial. On closer investigation of the 
overtone series, there is reason for believing that the omission of the note Eb from the 
chord resulted from Messiaen's keen consideration of the interrelationship between 
the chord of resonance and the perceptible overtones. For the note Eb exceeds the 
limit of the overtone series. Not until Traite III does Messiaen re-define the chord of 
resonance by pointing out that the fundamental and the second inversion of chords of 
resonance make up all the notes of the third mode of limited transpositions 
(Ex.III.37). 
The Chord in Fourths 
This chord is typified by an alternation between augmented and perfect fourths 
(Ex.III.38). In Technique, Messiaen points out that the chord in fourths comprises all 
the notes of the fifth mode of limited transpositions (Ex.III.39). The first piano part of  
^  
丨30 Only the first transposition of mode 3 is equivalent to the example shown in Technique Ex. 208. 
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"Amen de la creation" is based solely on three different transpositions of the chord in 
fourths. Under the constraint of setting two distinct rhythmic pedals against one 
another, the upper and lower halves of these three chords in fourths do not always 
sound together, resulting in a shift of hexachords (Ex.III.40). Since the octaves C#, B 
and A of the hexachords outline in the middle part of the texture a whole-tone descent, 
one is tempted to interpret this as a somewhat obscured move from the third to the first 
degree in an A-centered context. This in turn explains Messiaen's choice of the three 
particular transpositions of mode 5 in the first movement of Visions. Of the six 
transpositions of mode 5, Messiaen chose the first, third and fifth transpositions. Of 
these three transpositions, Messiaen singled out the hexachord based on the third 
transposition to start the piece. 
Throughout this movement, these chords recur without interruption and a 
merging of three notes each from the third and fifth transposition of mode 5 brings this 
movement to its close. This combination of chords brings together the only two 
trichords that contain the pitch center of the movement (Ex.III.41). 
While Messiaen's interest in Christian symbolism may have been an important 
factor, his use of the third transposition of mode 5 seems to have stemmed equally 
13丨 Since.Messiaen attaches prime importance to Christian symbolism, it is not surprising that the 
number three carries symbolic importance in this movement. 
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from its close link with the tonic key of this movement - A major, as suggested by 
Messiaen in Traite. As shown in Ex.III.42, the tonic, the mediant, the subdominant 
and the leading notes of A major are all included in the third transposition of mode 5. 
This inclusion relationship becomes more clear if we take into consideration the fact 
that the first, third and fifth transpositions of mode 5 are largely distinct in their pitch 
contents (Exs.III.43a, b and c). 
In all, these three transpositions take up eleven different notes. The missing Bb 
appears in the second piano in fulfillment of the twelve-tone space. (Ex.Ill.44) 
Messiaen's addition at this moment of the missing note should not be overlooked as a 
mere coincidence, as he has repeatedly remarked on the significance attached to the 
completion of twelve-tone chromaticism. 
The Chord of Contracted Resonance 
The chord of contracted resonance is closely related to the use of "added resonance" 
in Messiaen's music. His interest in the "effects of resonance"'^" goes back as far as 
1929 to his Preludes. This aspect of his style is of considerable importance in the later 
development of his composing techniques. When discussing the “effects of 
resonance", Messiaen has illustrated his use of superior and inferior resonance. The  
丨32 Refer to Chapter XIV of Technique for further details. 
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concept of "added resonance" may involve either a note or a chord, and, depending on 
whether it is placed above or below the principal material, it is referred to as 
�‘superior’，and "inferior" resonance respectively. 
Messiaen has in Technique shown his use of the superior resonance in ‘‘Cloches 
d'angoisse" (Ex.III.45). Two clusters of chords, based on the second and sixth modes 
of limited transpositions respectively, are played softly above the principal chord. 
However, most of the examples of "added resonance" given in Technique are devoted 
to the illustration of inferior resonance (Ex.III.46). This duly reflects the importance 
of inferior resonance, as compared with superior resonance, in Messiaen's use of 
"added resonance". 
It is noteworthy that all the examples of inferior resonance given in Technique 
contain a chord of two notes and, more importantly, they always supply the two notes 
needed to complete the twelve-tone space. As shown in examples 218 and 219 of 
Technique, the inferior resonance contains "foreign notes" which are set against the 
principal material in completion of the twelve-tone space (Exs.III.47a and b). In 
example 220 of Technique, the inferior resonance also supplies two of the three notes 
missing from the chromatic twelve (Ex.III.48). 
In a similar vein, Messiaen's choice of notes in examples 289 and 290 points to 
his inclination towards total chromaticism. This concern is further confirmed by 
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Messiaen's analysis of Visions in Traite III: 
Page 74, 3 ‘ systeme, mesures 1 et 2: Le r ' . piano ajoute aux accords a resonance 
inferieure contractee du piano, d'autres resonances inferieures dans 1,extreme 
grave (qui ne sont pas contractees). Cela donne pour le 广 accord: un total 
chromatique de 11 notes (sauf la h)) 一 pour le 2 ' accord: un total chromatique de 
11 notes (sauf le sol) - pour le 3® accord: un total chromatique de 12 notes. 
[On page74, third system, bars 1 and 2: first piano adds to the chords of second 
piano the inferior resonance, other resonances intensely low (not contracted). 
Thus we have for the first chord: 11 chromatic notes (except Ab). For the second 
chord: 11 chromatic notes (except C). For the third chord: all the 12 chromatic 
notes.]丨 33 
Messiaen's pursuit of total chromaticism is related to his concern for timbre. As 
Johnson has pointed out, the added resonance serves to modify timbre. 
Traditionally, harmony and timbre are quite separated concepts, but the use of 
added resonance brings the two together in a way which enables harmony to 
function as timbre. This concept pervades much of Messiaen's harmonic thought, 
particularly in his later music. His chords become "sound entities", complete in 
themselves, and the listener should not be aware of the individual notes which 
constitute a chord. 
Possibly with this timbral consideration in mind, Messiaen has further expanded his 
harmonic thought and derived from the inferior resonance the “chord of contracted 
resonance". While Messiaen states in Technique that the chords given in example 
288B "contracts the resonance of example 290",'^^ it is noteworthy that he has not yet 
丨"Traite III, p.267. My translations are bracketed. 
Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.18. 
Technique vol.1, p.54. 
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probed into the structures of these chords or even named them as the ‘‘chords of 
contracted resonance". Even though both examples 288A and 288B ‘‘contract" the 
inferior resonance contained in examples 289 and 290 respectively, Messiaen has 
only commented on example 288B (Ex.III.49). 
In his analysis of Visions in Traite III，Messiaen again cited example 288 of 
Technique but by then he had become less reticent about these chords and discussed 
them at some length, though he still kept the names of the chords to himself. On p. 242 
of Traite III, Messiaen reproduced the four chords of example 288A {Technique) and 
indicates the implied resolution of these chords. The upper two notes are treated as 
appoggiaturas and resolved downward to form a diminished-seventh and a 
dominant-seventh chord (Ex.III.50). The second example on p. 242 of Traite III, 
reproduces example 288B of Technique, and it contains a dominant-ninth chord with 
triple appoggiaturas added and leading note replaced by the tonic (Ex.III.51). 
Visions is the first work of Messiaen in which the chords of contracted resonance 
are copiously used. Nevertheless, these chords are not named when discussing this 
work in Technique and Traite III. Not until his conversation with Samuel did 
Messiaen discussed the chords of contracted resonance in connection with Strophe I 
of Chronochromie. Notably these are the chords of example 288B {Technique),^^^  
^  
136 m, P.87. 
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though he did not refer to them. The structures of these chords were also left out from 
the discussion. With the posthumous Traite V/1 (pp.179 and 178), however, the chord 
progressions corresponding to examples 288A and 288B of Technique are named as 
"2' accords a resonance contractee" and "l""accords a resonance contractee".''^ 
The chords of contracted resonance are characterized by two important attributes. 
First, it is named after the contraction of added inferior resonance. Second, the chord 
of contracted resonance is derived from a conventional dominant-ninth chord and, as 
1 
in the case of the chord on the dominant, it contains unresolved appoggiaturas.''^ 
Although the chord progressions displayed in examples 288A and 288B of 
Technique differ, Messiaen has in Traite identified both as the "chords of contracted 
resonance". It seems that the essence of the chord of contracted resonance lies mainly 
in the contraction of inferior resonance, which includes the interval of a second. On 
p. 87 of Traite III, Messiaen affirms the dominant-ninth chord as the basis of the chord 
of contracted resonance as used in Chronochromie. Some disparities, however, can be 
found in his interpretation of the chord of contracted resonance. In contrast to his 
reading of the chord of contracted resonance of Chronochromie as a dominant-ninth 
chord with quintuple appoggiaturas, a reading of triple appoggiaturas was suggested 
丨 i.e. second chord of contracted resonance and first chord of contracted resonance. 
I化 Example 288B of Technique is a typical example. 
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in his analysis of Visions (Ex.III.52). 
Pedal Chords 
Described as “a transformation of three Ravel-like chords”,丨3�this progression has 
never been explained in detail by Messiaen. The structure of this progression is 
disclosed belatedly in Traite, though the discussion is brief. Due to its close relation to 
the dominant pedal as suggested by Messiaen in Traite III, the chords of example 291 
{Technique) will henceforth be referred to as the "pedal chords". Ex.III.53 reproduces 
the only two examples cited in Traite III. While the first example duplicates example 
291 of Technique, the second example sheds light on the structure of the "pedal 
chords” This particular example can be divided into two chord progressions, the first 
of which lies a tone above the second. The structure of the first three chords is thus the 
same as the subsequent three chords. Similarly, the last two pedal chords of example 
291 {Technique) relate to the first two chords as their transposed counterparts, though 
with their order reversed. 
Messiaen has referred to the bass notes of the second example as dominant 
pedals. Here a minor-seventh chord (G-Bb-D-F) is followed by a dominant-seventh 
chord (Bb-D-F-Ab) and the note Db in the second chord can be understood as an 
1 ：• 
Technique vol.1, p.54. 
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appoggiatura of the ensuing dominant-ninth chord (D-A-C-E). This unconventional 
grouping oftr iadic entities shares with the chords on the dominant the same use of a 
sustained bass note upon which the harmonies change. 
A comparison of these two examples reveals some important disparities as the 
last two pedal chords of the first example have been reversed in order. Instead of 
involving two sets of minor 7山-dominant 7出-dominant 9山 chords, Messiaen has 
shown preference for a symmetrical ordering of chords: i.e. minor T - dominant 7" ' -
dominant 9出-dominant 7"' - minor 7"" chords. This symmetry comes through only if 
the closing chord is eliminated. Apart from this reversal of order, it is noted that the 
dispositions of chord notes in these two examples are not always the same. For 
example, the note B natural is included in the first chord of the first example, but is 
omitted from that of the second example. 
There is a profusion of these "pedal chords" in Visions (second, fifth, sixth and 
seventh movements). However, since they are barely discussed in Technique and 
Traite, these "pedal chords" remain obscured when compared with the other invented 
chords of Messiaen. 
Turning Chords 
In his conversation with Samuel, Messiaen acknowledged his use of the turning 
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chords in Chronochomie, adding that "the line for the gongs goes with eight violins 
playing turning c h o r d s " . T h i s point is missing from the same passage of 
conversation first published in French in 1967 (English translation published in 1976). 
Not until 1986, when the interview came to be revised and augmented in French, did 
he acknowledged his persistent use of the turning chords in Chronochromie. However’ 
the structural basis of these chords was not discussed until the publication of Traite. 
There are altogether three distinct turning chords, each of which comprises eight 
notes. According to Messiaen, each chord evokes a particular set of colors, which 
changes with the transpositional level. As in the case of the chords on the dominant, 
the visual effects of the turning chords have been likened to the multicolors of a 
stained g l a s s . � Of the many different colors in play, a principal color will dominate. 
For instance, the principal color of the turning chords given in Ex.III.54 is pale yellow. 
Since different transpositions of the turning chords evoke different sets of colors, 
Messiaen can provide these chords with a wide range of color effects. The turning 
chords, though arranged and analyzed as a group of three chords by Messiaen, are not 
always played as a group or in the same order. For example, in Strophe I of 
Chronochromie, these turning chords are treated as individual chords rather than 
"0 Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, p.136. 
Traite III, p.86. . 
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g r o u p s . � According to Loriod, the turning chords, together with the modes, other 
chords and their individual colors will be discussed in greater detail in volume VII of 
Traite.''' 
It is clear that the chord progressions have not yet been defined until the 1960s. 
However the predecessors of the turning chords can be traced back to the 1940s. In 
Visions, Messiaen has used a succession of chords that closely resembles the turning 
chords ofChronochromie. These chords, cited in Technique as Ex.299, are supposed 
to function as "formulas of accompaniment" which call for a voice below (Ex.III.55). 
In his analysis of Visions in Traite III，Messiaen returns once again to these i; 
chords, even though they are displayed as block chords instead of broken chords as in 
both Visions and Technique. Nevertheless, their link to the turning chords is apparent, 
as only the treble parts differ. In Visions, the top note G remains unchanged (Ex.III.56) 
while in Chronochromie, the top note G is followed by its semitonal counterparts Ab 
and F# (see Ex.III.54). Despite this discrepancy, the extent to which they resemble 
one another suggests that these particular chord progressions of Visions are important 
predecessors of the turning chords of Chronochromie. 
The thirty-two turning chords in strophe I of Chronochromie are listed in the order of: 
ACBAB' tAACABABCACBABABCAACBACACBC. 
� Traite III, p.85 (footnote made by Loriod). , 
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Parallel Chord Series 
In Technique, Messiaen has stated clearly his use of "parallel succession of chords", 
adding that "each voice realizes the entire mode, starting on a different degree".'"" 
Based on this definition, each mode of the limited transpositions may have its own 
parallel succession of chords. 
In sharp contrast to the parallel chords of Debussy, which keep a fixed interval in 
between the chord notes, Messiaen assigns each voice of the parallel chord series to 
play only the notes of a particular mode of limited transposition. It thus results in a 
constant change of chords and, with it, what Messiaen refers to as a constant change of 
colors. 
These parallel chord series are first introduced in the chapter on the modes of 
limited transpositions in Technique. Ex.III.57 shows the parallel chords in mode 2， 
which brings along an orderly alternation of the "six-four chord with added 
augmented fourth and the dominant seventh chord with added s i x t h " . T h e s e parallel 
chords are extensively used in the seventh movement of Visions (Ex.III.58a and b). 
Apart from mode 2，Messiaen has also listed parallel chord series under other 
modes, though with the exception of modes 1 and 5. Messiaen has expressed his 
丨T e c h n i q u e vol. 1, p.59. 
� Technique vol. 1, p.60. , 
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reservation of mode 1’ as its whole-tone flavor had been much exploited by 
composers before him. The absence of parallel chord series based on mode 5 may be 
due, however, to the composer's fascination with the chord in fourths, which contain 
all the notes of mode 5. 
The importance of these invented chords is demonstrated by Messiaen's frequent 
use of them in his music and the chord on the dominant has appeared in works as early 
as the Piece pour le Tombeau de Paul Dukas of 1935. Resonance is undoubtedly an 
important resource of Messiaen's invented chords. To Messiaen, 
[w]hat endured and what still endures is natural resonance. The tonic triad, the 
dominant, the ninth chord are not theories, but phenomena that manifest 
themselves spontaneously around us and that we cannot deny. Resonance will 
exist as long as we have ears to listen to what surrounds us.'"^^ 
Evidently, Messiaen's invented chords owe much to conventional tertian harmonies 
as well as his system of modes. While the chord on the dominant, the chord of 
contracted resonance and the pedal chords are typical examples of his use of 
conventional harmonies, the chord in fourths and the parallel chords are modally 
based. However, the color effects of these invented chords should not be diminished 
either. As Messiaen puts it, “[m]y chords are colors. They engender intellectual colors,  
Samuel, Olivier Messiaen: Music and Color, pp.51-2. 
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which evolve along with them” 丨 
The chord of resonance and the chord on the dominant share similar attributes. As 
in the case of the chord on the dominant, Messiaen has juxtaposed different inversions 
of the chord of the resonance that share the same bass note to achieve the ‘‘effect of a 
stained-glass window"."'® More importantly, these two invented chords are both 
derived from conventional harmonic progressions just as the chords of contracted 
resonance and the pedal chords are both rooted in dominant-ninth chords. 
As discussed earlier, Messiaen has described in great details his observation of 
colors evoked by the "chord of transposed inversions on the same bass note". Even 
though Messiaen is fond of color changes bought about by using differently invented 
chords that share the same bass note as in the cases of the "chord on the dominant" and 
the "chord of resonance", Messiaen has deliberately left out some of the inversions of 
the invented chords. For instance, while a seventh chord can be invented thrice, 
Messiaen has in Technique and Traite left out one of the possible inversions. More 
specifically, Messiaen has introduced only three out of the four inversions of the chord 
on the dominant and two out of the three inversions of the chord of resonance. What 
governs Messiaen's choice of inversions, however, remains obscure and the extent to 
147 fbid.:p.62. 
Technique vol.1, p.50. . 
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which the inclusion of all possible inversions affects the overall stain-glass effect still 





While Technique provides a succinct account of the development of Messiaen's 
musical language up to the early forties, Traite sums up forty years of his teachings. In 
Traite, the inspiring Hindu rhythm, Simhavikridita, is given proper credit for 
influencing Messiaen's advanced treatment of rhythms. Confusing terminology and 
obscure chords and chord progressions were clarified for the first time in Traite. Of 
Messiaen's analyses of complete works in Traite, Visions is the earliest. Significantly, 
Visions is also the only work analyzed in both Technique and Traite. Why did 
Messiaen include an extended analysis of Visions in Traite when it had already been 
covered in Technique? Understandably, Visions is only briefly discussed in Technique 
but so are a few other works.丨49 It seems likely that the importance of this work 
demanded that it be revisited in depth. 
Contrary to Johnson's view that "there are no new departures in Visions de 
l’amen,?o Visions not only witnesses the crystallization of Messiaen 's earlier 
techniques, it also provides much evidence of his musical directions. Visions marks a 
turning point in Messiaen's choice of performing medium. Following it, he set about 
I卯 The prophetic treatment of rhythms in Les corps glorieux, for example, which anticipates 
Messiaen's "rhythmic character", has far been overlooked. The superimposition of rhythms of unequal 
length in Fantaisie burlesque, which typifies Messiaen's future rhythmic innovations, has not yet 
discussetf in detail either. 
Johnson, Olivier Messiaen, p.66. 
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his piano compositions with remarkable vigor. In his ensuing works, the piano is 
excluded only in exceptional cases. Birdsongs, profusely used in the fifth movement 
of Visions, become the central development of Messiaen's musical language in the 
1950s. As evidenced by the extensive use of rhythmic canons and rhythmic pedals. 
Messiaen's rhythmic treatments gain far more complexity in Visions. The modes of 
limited transposition, which emerged in his earlier works, saturate Visions and modes 
2 and 5 are of the greatest importance by far. From the perspective of sound-color 
association, Hill 's critical comments on the "redundant" reprises of Visions sounded 
rather unfounded.丨5丨 It is notable that these reprises always go with an additional layer 
of chord progressions in the first piano. For Hill, these were dissonances. Referring to 
the bell-like descant settling finally on the scale of A major in the seventh movement 
{Visions VII，P.87, b.3), Hill pointed out that 
The pianos unite in this moment of stillness which serves to clarify the tonality, 
hitherto obscured by the dissonant tumult on piano I, as the music regains the 
dominant harmony left at the end of the first Amen.''^^ 
Hill 's discussion was based largely on the conventional concept of tonality much to 
the neglect of Messiaen's use of modes in Visions. For Messiaen, such an additional 
Hill, " t i a n o Music", Messiaen 's Companion, p.81. 
152 [ b i d � p . 8 7 , 
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layer in the first piano is more than "essentially decorative". ' ' ' Rather, it seems likely 
that such a creative burst of modes is associated with the intriguing color effects of the 
stained-glass windows. 
Most remarkable, perhaps, is Messiaen's rapid growth of harmonic resources. In 
Visions, Messiaen introduced a profusion of newly invented chords and chord 
progressions, including the chord of contracted resonance and the turning chords 
amongst others. The use of added resonance that couples Messiaen's ambiguous 
attempts towards the twelve-tone space also proves prophetic. In all, Messiaen's 
Visions was instrumental in many ways to his subsequent move towards the 
monumental Turangalila-symphonie and, as such, it remains a unique testament of his 
sustained and magnificent innovations of the 1940s. 
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Ex.ILl Visions I, “Amen de la creation", pp. 1-2, bs l -8 
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Ex.II.2 Visions III，"Amen de I 'agonie de Jesus", p.32, bs l -8 
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Ex.II.4 Visions VII，"Amen de la consommation", p.78, bsl-8 
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Ex.II.5 
a. Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a ranneau", p.6, bsl-10 
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b. Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I'anneau", pp. 19-20’ bs9- l9 
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Ex.II.6 Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I 'anneau", p.8, bs l -3 
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Ex.II.7 Visions II，"Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I 'anneau", p. l 1，bs4-8 
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Ex.II.8 Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I 'anneau", p. 14, bs4-5 
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Ex.II.ll 
a. Visions IV, “Amen du desir", p.33, bsl-2 
Visions IV 
Marriage of Figaro - Mozart 
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b. Visions IV，"Amen du desir", p.33, b.9 
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a. Visions V, "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.53, bs5-6 
"Chant de rossignol" 
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b. Visions V，"Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.53, bs8-9 
"Chant du merle" 
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c. Visions V，"Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.56, bs5-7 
Transformed "chant of merle" 
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d. Visions V，"Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.55, b.4 
“Coucou” 
e. Visions V, "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.55, b.l 
"Appel de pinson" 
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f. Visions V，“Amen des anges, des saints，du chant des oiseaux", p.55, b.3 
"Chant des passereaux" 
； 7 
g. Visions V, ‘‘Amen des Anges, des Saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.55, bs5-6 
"Fauvette babillarde" 
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h. Visions V，‘‘Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.55, b.6 
"Appel du serin cini" 
Ex.IL13 Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I 'anneau", p. 14，bs4-6 
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Ex.II.14 
a. Traite III, pp.246-7 
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b. Visions III, "Amen de I'agonie de Jesus", p.27, bs5-8 
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Ex.in . l6 Technique, Ex.43. 
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Ex. HI.3 
a. Tala number 58，Dhenki . 
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b. Technique, Ex.30 
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Ex.in.5 
(Technique，Ex.32 ) 
(Visions V ) 
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Ex.in.6 V, p.231. 
Premiere pedale rythmique (The first rhythmic pedal) 
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Ex.m.7 Traite V, p.232. 
Deuxieme pedale rythmique (The second rhythmic pedal) 
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Ex.in.l6 Technique, Ex.43. 
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Ex. IE .9 Visions I, "Amen de la creation" 
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Ex.in.l6 Technique, Ex.43. 
Amen des anges^des saints�du cAant des oiseaux. 
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Ex.ni.12 Visions IV, "Amen du desir" 
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Ex.in.13 Technique, Ex.2 
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Ex.in.15 Visions II，"Amen des Voiles, de la planete a I'anneau.", pp.14-18. 
a. progressive expansion of phrase length (second piano) 
(i) upper stave ( p . l 4 , b.4 ) 
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b. progressive contraction of phrase length (first piano RH) 
( p . l 4 , b . 4 ) 
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Ex. in . l6 Technique, Ex.43. 
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Ex.III.17 Le Banquet celeste 
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Ex.III.18 Messiaen's seven modes of limited transposition 
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a. Truncated mode 2 ( Technique, Exs.341-2) 
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Ex.III.20 Visions VI，"Amen du jugement", p.74，bs9-ll 
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Ex.III.21 Visions VII, "Amen de la consommation", p.80, bs l -2 
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Ex.III.22 Visions IV, “Amen du desir", p.34, bs l -9 
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Ex.III.23 Visions VII, “Amen de la consommation", p.96, bs3-4 
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Ex.III.24 Visions V, "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.66, bs5-6 
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(j fA-f；：—---5： —— > 
兹凌 ^ ^^^ 一攻n「丧 ^ 雀二 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , . L - !• •； •. 
^ ) ^ -^ (^percuu.en laiss^ nl resonne^   
'ixi. m i L ^ I I I r - r r 儿广 
S" basR.-i>_._ >   
Un peu 1 ” : : 6 6 ) > ' � . ‘迄. ' ^ " ' - x K 
。。广 expressifet (endrc ^ ( ' Pp f f- ~ 
^ ——- ‘ — 
.广 
1 1 3 
Ex.III.25 Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a I'anneau", p.8, bs l -2 
lModere(J=69) 
文r \ (tournoyanl,enveloppe de pedale) 
丨 m o d e 2(1) 
Modere (J=69) 
( ^ ^ ： ^ r 昨 , 
> 一* • ‘ 
Ex.III.26 Visions II，“Amen des etoiles, de la planete a rarmeau”，p. 11，bs8-9 
———_4(3) 
j • p • � — 丨 ' ~~ 
�> ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m o d e 6(1) 
J I • 1 ' � ^ ^ ^ : - 弓 
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Ex.III.27 Modally Based Coloration in Messiaen's Composition 
Mode Composit ion, M o v e m e n t Color(s) 
2(1) Preludes. V Violct-purpic 
Wrt玄f Regards, V Bluc-violct 
Catalogue, VII Rose and mauve 
Catalogue, VU Red and violec 
Couletirs (R75) Blue-violcr 
2(2) Preludes, I Violet 
Vingt Regards, V Bluc-violer 
Regards, XIII Gold and brown 
Wn牙f Regards, XVII Gold and brown 
Vingt Regards, XVII Rose and mauve 
2(3) Canyons. IV Green 
3(1) Vingt Regards. XIII Orange, gold, milky white 
Catalogue, VTI Orange 
Couleurs (after R75) Orange, gold, milky white 
Canyons, VII Orange and gold 
Canyons, VII Orange, gold, milky white 
3(2) Preludes, I Orange 
Vingt Regards, XI11 Grey and mauve 
Canyons, IV Grey and gold 
Canyons, XII Grey and gold 
3(3) Preludes, V Bluc-orangc' 
Preludes, VIII Blue-orarige 
Regards, XVI! Blue and green 
Catalogue, IX Blue-green 
Canyons, VIII Blue 
Canyons, XII Blue and green 
3(4) Preludes, VIII Grccn-orangc 
• V''”St Regards, XIII Orange, red, with a bit of blue 
Canyons, VII Orange striped with red 
4(3) Canyon<；, IV Yellow and violet 
4(4) Vingt Regards, V Deep violet; white with violet design: purple violet 
Vingt Regards, XVII Violet veined with white 
4(5) Catalogue, VII Mauve 
Catalogue. VII Violet; deep violet 
Couleurs {K76} Violet 
Canyons, IV Violet 
令(6) Vingt Regards. VII Carmine red r c f l c a i o m ; purplish blue; grcy-mauvc; 
grcy-rosc ， 
Gmyorts, VII Carmine red； purplish blue; mauve; grcy-rosc 
6(1) Catalogue, VII Golden 
Canyons, IV Brown, russcr, orange, violet 
Cnnyons, VII Brown, russcr, orange, violcr 
6(3) Vingt Regards. V Transparent sulphur yrl low with mauve reflections and 
litric patches of Prussian blue and brown purplish-blue 
6 � Vmst Regards, VII Vertical bands： yel low, violcr, black 
1 1 5 
Ex.ni .28 Technique, Ex.202 
Chord on the dominant 
Ex. in .29 Visions V，‘‘Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.66，bs2-3 
added appoggiaturas to the chord on the dominant 
, 件 《 猫 I flf與IHS晶I 
1" < f f f crcsc. ^ ^ 
惑,‘iij>. 私 . f P e ' d . p\r accold) 
Ex.III.30 Technique, Ex.203 
Accord sur 怨 
dominante \ , / 
appoggiatur在 '; / — 
1 1 6 
Ex. EI .31 Visions V, "Amen des anges, des saints, du chant des oiseaux", p.50, bs9-
11 
ir / / ^ f f f ： ^ ^ 
j ! •丨 I , 丨川 , I iW �r ^ ^ 
S H a s s a � ^ 
Ex.ni.32 Strophe I of Chronochromie, bs l -2 
gre/. c j ^ ' - j z ) r I , 
— — f ‘ > ‘ n i I 
^ I Hjr 卜 ” I Uy ff\ 
一 匕4]」 与>-广—“L�’ J , 
invey^xoyi ^oot |>o5fh�ot^ r�rtve«rs>M 
1 1 7 
Ex.ni .33 Traite III, pp.86-7 
La genese de ces accords: 
(accord de 9 ® de dominante avec la tonique, 丨 三 | 
ici fa diese a la place de la sensible). 
Transposons sur do diese (note de basse) tons les reirversements: 
轉 ~ ~ ~ ^ — — 丨 丨 ^ ^ 
( » 
Etat fondamental: 1 renversement 2 ® renversement 3 ® renversement 
transpose sur do transpose sur do transpose sur do 
d如e : diese (ou re bemol): diese (ou re b^mol) 
zone superieure: large nappe de bleu orange, avec des bandes (de haut en bas:) 
cristal de roche et saphir. cerclee de jaune pale, rouge, et or. vert pale, violet 
citrine - bleus moins in tenses- amethyste, et noir. 
zone inferieure: (fluorine bleue, bleu 
couleur cuivre a clair de Chartres) 
reflets d'or. Et recerclee de violet. 
1 1 8 
Ex.in.34 Traite III, p.267 
o “ 二 
—— 
etat fondamental premier deuxieme quartrieme 
de I'accord renversement renversement renversement 
transpose transpose transpose 
Ex.III.35 Technique, Ex.208 
Ex. in.36 The third mode (first transposition) 
‘ 丨19 
Ex.ni.37 Traite III, p.241 
I'enchainement de ces deux accords donne toutes les notes 
/ ： ^ • qui sont le meme accord change de position -
� <J e 
y 1 2 1： 2 renversement transpose -
/ 0 I 2: ^ a t fondamental. 
( ^ " r ^ ' : � ii 兰 
Ex.III.38 Technique, Ex.213 
1 2 0 
Ex.III.39 The fifth mode (first transposition) 
Ex. in .40 Visions I, "Amen de la creation", p. 1，bsl-2 
T r e s l e n t , m y s t e r i e u x e t s o l e n n e l 
丨 I ‘ . 
(garder la p t d a l e forte jusqu'a la f i n ) 
Ex.III.41 Visions I，“Amen de la creation", p.5, b.8 
？芒 n 「 绘 ' 
yu J 
: k ffM ^^ 
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Ex. m .42 Third transposition of mode 5 
Ex.n i .43 
a. First transposition of mode 5 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 
b. Third transposition of mode 5 
c. Fifth transposition of mode 5 
Ex.HI.44 Visions I，"Amen de la creation", p. 1，bsl-2 
lent, mysterieux et solennel" 
^ j ^ I I  
8" ferrr _ 
1 2 2 
Ex. in .45 Technique, Ex.217 
� B | 8  
:=，,:忠：了 丨劣 J 〔 ； J ^ ^ F }||)种1^ 1|{汗l^ itih mode 6 
\ A L superior Resonance 
J ^ Jf T L^ 
TP 
Ex. in .46 Technique, Ex.290 
fouillis d'arcs-en-ciely 汽 . . J . " 一 
pourVAnge qvi annonce (\ | i T l ^ ^ ^ n r -n 
la fin du Temp ft I '•‘ l| • ^ f ^ 
bass a ‘ 
inferior resonance 
Ex.in.47 
a. Technique, Ex.218 
Vocalise, pour T l o b u s t e , m o d e r 6 ^ ^ 
I'Ange qui annonce Q ^ . 从 n 
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b. Technique, Ex.219 
, > > 
Vocalise,pour R o b u s t e , m o d e r n B' I -
l^Avge qui aimonct ., „ ^ _[\}Hi ~ b t n ^ ^ 
一 — i m . jWHnrn 
Piano I f f f \ > , , 
In fr -f^f-if^ 
inferior resonance 
Ex. m .48 Technique Ex.220 
Vocalise, pour I^resque vif 
. 乍 戶 产 产 I t 产 烂 烂 产 节 ’  
^ ^ M — ^ I ’ R T ~ T I 7 I 
VtoloncRlle ^ ^ ^^ ^^  • f * [ 广“厂 f"厂「广广 f ~~| 
I 篇 •"ft/'-"- m'x^ � J  
'[ttL Jy^s '^b l i J • … 一 吵 
j Modern — ^ ^ 
k I — i '' ^ ^ ^ 
X 8 » b a s s A J 
.广 
1 2 4 
r 
Ex. in .49 Technique Exs.288, 289 & 290 
2 8 8 S - —  
(I I i Q i j r ^ ^ 
^ - \ 
contracted resonance contracted resonance 
from Ex.289 from Ex.290 
2 8 9 >• ^ 2 9 > 
j ^ R b : I 
• I v / U p . ！ 
8® bassa ' bassa i 
^ ‘‘ 
inferior resonance mfenor resonance 
Ex.m.SO Traite III, p.242 
• li .【， ‘ ‘c- • ", / j 
“ ^ — I 
. 卿 H 叫 1 v>f 
auxquels il faur ajourer les resonances inferieures : 
�o I contractees -
1 
y 
1 2 5 
Ex.in.51 Traite III, p.242 
^ ^ ^ ^ i 
tire de : ^ ^ 
^ ~ �� — • 
f 
(accord de 9, sans sensible 一 avec triple appoggiature de la 9” 
auquel il faut ajouter la resonance inferieure conrracree ~ ~ L - . . — ^ ^ 
b X T “ 
8沾 - - I 
Ex.in.52 Traite III, p.87 
accords a resonance contractee» 
Genese: 
\ f f f f 
I quintuple \ 
, !>o 二 appoggiature: ^ "^i!?-©-
/ 8 " J 
double son resultant grave 
1 2 6 
Ex.HI.53 Traite III，p.242 
First example: i 
< 
Second example ^^^ 
/ ^ Mode 2 sur Mode 2 sur 
\ u ' j A • sans sensible , 9' sans sensible 
I A red . dominintc F e d domuiantc 
( ^ ^ 1 , � !I.',}T I, L 丨_|1,广 1 . 1 , 3 
i"" terme 2' terme 
ExMM Traite III, p.85 
8e tableau de ces accords toumants: 
l ^ M b t J : 二 e f f e t colore global: 
^ ~ ^ - ‘ jaune pale, raye de blanc, de noir, et gris, 
三 . 二 ~ ^ ^ ^ 马 avec des taches vertes. 
A $ C 
Dominante: jaune pale. 
A: jaune pale, mauve, . - rose cuivre, gris perle. 
B: ch.-ysoprase, vert b l e . t . _ - sardonyx noir, b.anc, et brun rouge妝e - avec du jaune p . e 
C: cr.stal de roche - «(xil de chat» vert fonce chatoyant. 
y 
1 2 7 
Ex.in.l6 Technique, Ex.43. 
I 
, Mod^re, presque vif, j o y e u x . 
Amen des Avges, , > = > -
des Saints, du chant b f t ' T X 
一 : 丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Ex.III.56 Traite III, p.238 [Visions II, "Amen des etoiles, de la planete a ranneau.", 
p. 13 (first piano)] 
——.L^H  
i u 口 ‘ 丨 -
‘ ^  
Ex.in.57 Technique Ex.317 
- j L^ > , ， k ‘ 丨如丨丨丨I"�" to—I丨 
琴 丨 丨 ⑩ 悅 j 卜 “ 丨 二 11" 
1 2 8 
Ex.III.58 
a. Visions VT, "Amen dujugement" , p.76，bsl-3 
"parallel chords" 
D S'^ bassa J 
/ ^ i p I 卞 ： 1 . 1 J q ——^ 
^ ^ r ' ' ' , ~ . f ^ 1'" ， 
^ 口 ： . ^ i j -)： r 
b. Visions VII，"Amen de la consommation", pp.97-8, b s l -7 
/ "parallel chords" 
！ 
‘ “ 3 1 S 4 .3 � 3 1 r i 2 ; �I 厂 �I 
丨 I:"?[；1[；取 
1 2 9 
Appendix I.l Chronological listing of works marked with two asterisks 
La nativite du Seigneur (1935) 
Poemes pour Mi (For soprano and piano) (1936) 
Poemespour Mi (For soprano and orchestra) (1937) 
Chants de terre et de del (1938) 
Les corps glorieux (1939) 
Oiiatuor pour la fin du temps (1941) 
Visions de I 'amen (1943) 
y 
1 3 0 
Appendix 1.2 
Works of Messiaen Number of named Remarks 
quoted in Technique musical examples 
nativite du Seigneur 10, 11, 12, 18, 21, 22, 35, Example 321 is not cited 
(1935) 77’ 84，92，109, 153, 154, in Technique. 
156, 157，158, 159, 160’ 
180，181, 182,306, 321’ 
360, 369. 
''''Poemespour Mi (1936) 14, 15, 16, 17，20，49, 50， 
''''Poemespour Mi (1931) 86, 88，176, 177, 192, 
195，197，229，244，245， 
296, 362, 368，374, 376， 
380. • 
de terre et de25,26, 90, 101’ 171，172, 
C/W(1938) 173, 174, 175, 198,207, 
210，221,247, 248, 382. 
""""Les corps glorieux 43, 78, 79，82, 89，113, 
(1939) 120，121，122’ 123, 155, 
170, 178，179，194, 199, 
310,381. 
''''Quatuor pour la fin du 13，33, 58, 60, 68, 69’ 83, • 
temps {\94\) 96, 99, 114, 127, 128, 
129’ 130’ 131, 133, 134, 
136, 161, 162，164, 165， 
131 
1166, 167, 168, 169,216, 
218,220, 222, 241,243, 
326,327,359. 
**Visions de I 'amen 36,37, 38, 39, 5 9，1 1 7 , M e s s i a e n adds asterisks to 
(1943) 138*, 143*, 146, 147, these numbers in 
150, 204, 210’ 236, 278, footnotes of Technique. 
279, 280, 284*, 288*， Examples typed in italics 
289*，290*, 291*，292*， are not cited in Technique. 
293*, 299, 300, 301,308, 
317, 321,336,370,312, 
373. 
*Le banquet celeste 98，363. 
(1928) 
""Preludes (1929) 81，97，193,217,219,. 
226, 295,302,325,328, 
352. 
*Les offrandes oubliees67, 87,91,95, 137,307， 
(1930) 361. 
Fantaisie burlesque 37L A minor work of 
(1932) Messiaen. 
*Hymne cm saint- 367. 
sacrement (1932) 
""Theme et variations 132, 151, 152, 339. 
(1932) 
diL：  
1 3 2 
Appendix II.1 
Voice exchange in Visions. Ill, pp. 26-11 
Strophe Antistrophe 
( P =63) 
1 St piano part > 1 piano (RH) 
P piano (LH) - added part with 
rhythmic pedal 
2nd piano part 少 piano part 
( J " =84) 
2nd piano (RH) 1 piano (RH) - octave doubling of the 
theme in V^  piano (LH) 
r t piano (LH) 
2"' piano (LH) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ piano (RH) 
2nd piano (LH) - subtly takes up the 
added part played in piano (LH) 
1 3 3 
Appendix II.2 
Inspired Themes I References in Traite I 
Strawinsky {les Noces) in 'Agonie ' Traite III，p.244 I 
I 
Honegger {Antigone) in ‘Agonie， Traite III, p.245 
Ravel (Tombeau de Couperin) in 'Agonie ' Traite III, p.245 
Debussy (Pelleas) in 'Agonie ' Traite III，p.246 
Schonberg's style of writing in 'Agonie ' Traite III, p.248 
Mozart {The Marriage of Figaro) in Traite III, p.249 
'Desir ' 
Massenet {Manon) in 'Desir ' “ Traite III, pp.250-1 
Peres de I'Eglise {Cantique des Cantiques) Traite III’ p.251 
in 'Desir ' 
Ravel 's style of writing in 'Oiseaux' Traite III, p.257 
Russian popular song ( Complainte de Traite III’ p.258 
Nijni-Novgowd) in 'Oiseaux' 
Debussy {Pelleas) in 'Oiseaux' Traite III, p.260 “ 
Jolivet 's style of writing in 'Oiseaux' Traite III，p.263 
Grieg {Norweigian Dance) in 'Oiseaux' Traite III, p.263 “ 
Debussy's style of writing in 'Oiseaux' Traite III, p.263 
Ravel 's style of writing in 'Jugement ' Traite III，p.266 ~ 
Messiaen {Preludes) in 'Consommation' Traite III, p.275 “ 
Messiaen {Corps Glorieux) in , Traite III, p.275 ‘ 
'Consommation ' 
1 3 4 
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